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Child Care Center Plans October Opening
By EMILY LONGNECKER

News Reporter

Alex Zausner photo

CHILD CARE CENTER— The Jewish Community Center, adjacent to the northern part of campus, will
be leasing space to the Allegheny Community Child Care Center. The center will offer its services for
children whose parents are employees or students of the college beginning in October.

Multicultural Affairs Finds New Director
By DAMON BETHEA

News Reporter

.

Pablo Pagan was selected as Allegheny's new director of Multicultural Affairs this summer, replacing
Reginald Ryder who resigned last
spring.
The job of the director of Multicultural Affairs, according to Pagan,
is "to provide support services for
students of color, to make sure that
they graduate from Allegheny and to
address the is ues that effect students of color." His vision for the
office is "to make sure students of
color succeed and graduate from Allegheny, to make sure that students
of color do their best at Allegheny

s

and be a mentor to others, and to
promote multiculturalism in the Allegheny community."
When asked about minority recruitment and retention, Pagan said,
he will "work with the admissions
office to recruit students of color
who will succeed here and develop
support programs to help them manage their time, develop better study
skills and other programs that will
keep them at Allegheny." He desires to work with the administration, faculty, support staff and students to achieve these goals.
Pagan believes that his background in education and his experience in multicultural affairs are
among the reasons why he was selected as director. He also believes

that his "ability to be creative and to
deal with people" helped him to obtain the job. Prior to arriving at Allegheny, Pagan was a counselor, a
social worker, the assistant director
of Student Life at Lorain County
College in Ohio, and the assistant
director and the director of
Multicultural Affairs at Ball State
University in Indiana. He received
both his bachelor's degree in
medical social work, and his graduate degree in higher student affairs
from Bowling Green University in
Ohio.
While at Ball State, he developed
a televised panel discussion called
the "Legacy 21 Project." The show
"promoted discussion on issues that
❑ continued on page 5

Sororities Implement New Rush System
By LORI E. WETZEL
Editor-in-Chief
Twenty-eight women joined Allegheny's Greek system last Saturday as they "ranout" into Brooks
circle to show-off their Greek letters. The runout was the finale of a
new rush system that was implemented this fall.
Continuous Open Bidding
(C.O.B) was approved by Panhellenic Council because of the low ratio of Greek women on campus.
Sophomores, juniors, seniors and
transfer students who have been
through rush at Allegheny are eli-

gible to accept a C.O.B. bid.
"Actually C.O.B.'ing is not really new. Chapters always hand out
bids when they haven't made quota
in the spring," said Jenny Sambrook, panhellenic rush chair.
"This is the first time that all five
sororities are C.O.B.ing in the fall
to make total."
According to National Panhellenic Council, "total" for each chapter is 65 members. If at any time a
chapter falls below the total, it is
permitted to give bids to increase
membership instead of waiting for
traditional spring rush.
Sambrook said low quotas are

the reason for the current low Greek
numbers. "Quota" refers to the predetermined and equal number of
women which each sorority can accept during traditional spring rush.
Since fewer women have been
going through rush in the past
years, the number each sorority can
accept has been becoming gradually
lower.
Sambrook sees the new system
as beneficial for the Greek system
at Allegheny. "It gives sophomores
and juniors the opportunity to join
sororities now and opens more
spaces for freshmen to be accepted
in the spring," she said.

The Allegheny Community
Child Care Center plans to open its
doors in early October, and provide
care for children six weeks to three
years of age.
Located in Meadville's Jewish
Community Center, the day care
center will be open from 7:45 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. and . charge an hourly
rate of $2.50 for infants, $2.25 for
young toddlers ages 1-2, and $2.00
for older toddlers ages 2-3.
"For decades there has been an
interest among faculty, staff and
students for a child care facility...I'm just working within a tradition," stated Susan G. Slote, chief
executive officer of the center and
part-time English instructor at Allegheny.
According to Slote, the hours of
the center are designed to coordinate with the working schedule of
parents who are employed or study
at Allegheny.
Parental participation and dedication is responsible for the day
care center's beginning. The center
is a non-profit, independent corporation, formed by five adults, all
with children between the ages six
weeks to three years.
The drive to finally create the
center came when Slote, a mother
of two, was commissioned by former Provost Andrew Ford in June
of 1992 to study the child care
needs of the Meadville area.
"I discovered a great need and
desire for child care in the infant to
toddler age range," Slote said.
According to Slote, a proposal
for a day care center was submitted
to Allegheny's Administrative Executive Committee. The college offered a one time grant of $25,000
with stipulations that the center
would be "a private, incorporated
facility on campus, with a viable
business plan."
Although an area on campus was
not found, the nearby Jewish Com-

munity Center negotiated a lease
and has accepted the day care center.
Slote explained that the center
will operate on fees charged to parents and fund raisers. Thus, the
center is financially unable to grant
child care scholarships to students
with children. The center will accept funding from state aided programs that students with children
can apply for independently.
Slote hopes that the center can
"enjoy an ongoing relationship with
the college" by offering child care
for special college events like
homecoming and reunion weekend.
The center is also considering possible work study opportunities for
interested Allegheny students, along
with future internships for psychology students.
Although the center has not advertised for help wanted, Slote said
that 16 spots may possibly be filled.
Nel Bulman will direct the center and teach classes. Bulman recently completed a double major in
sociology and anthropology at Allegheny and has worked with
Women's Services, a non-profit
service organization.
Two full-time teachers and three
full-time assistants will aid Bulman
in caring for the infants and toddlers. A parents' board will work
closely with the staff to provide input, address concerns and aid with
fund raisers.
Teachers must have post-secondary school degrees in early
childhood education or related
fields, along with several years of
experience. High school diplomas
are required to work as an assistant.
Both teachers and assistants
must receive their Act 33 and Act
34 clearances. These Acts are basically background checks of the potential employee. The checks certify that the individual does not
possess any criminal or sexual
abuse charges.
The entire staff is also Red
la continued on page 6

ELECTION RESULTS
CLASS OF 1998
Senate: Casey Creeley
Melissa Light
Will Tuttle
Mollie Williams
Ben Cornali
Mike Straiko

Only the suppressed word is dangerous. Ludwig Borne

President: Kevin Gang
Vice President:
Brett Huselton
Treasurer & Secretary

results will be available
this evening.
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Sports Facility
Tops Board's
Priority List

College Hires Gilmore
By JULIE CASTER

Assistant News Editor
Sean Gilmore, the newest
member of the Communication Arts
Department, is very impressed with
Allegheny students, finding them to
be intelligent and hard working.
Gilmore graduated from
Gonzaga University in Washington,
a small school, and he feels very
comfortable in an environment
where students and faculty can
interact frequently. In fact, that
quality is what attracted him to Allegheny.
He received offers from
Chicago, Los Angeles and New
York City, but after visiting
Allegheny he did not interview
anywhere else.
He received his master's degree from the University of Nebraska, where he began to teach in
1986. He moved on to receive his
doctorate at the University of
Illinois, where he worked as the
director of public relations for the
group, "Stop Sexual Assaults,"
organizing workshops and videos
on sexual violence. Gilmore is
interested in gender and communication issues and would like to
work with any student interested in

that area of study.
Gilmore believes in "teaching
through empowerment." He
encourages discussion in class and
likes to see students learn from
each other. "I learn as much as any
other person in every class," he
stated, stressing the importance of a
"mutual learning experience."
If you see a woman on
rollerblades being towed by a dog,
it could be Gilmore's wife, Karla,
whom he met at Gonzaga. A preschool teacher, taking a vacation for
a few months, she currently works
part time for the Meadville Tribune.
She is also taking a horseback
riding class at Allegheny and hopes
to take more classes in the future.
Their son, Tyler, will be a firstgrader this year.
The Gilmores are animal
lovers: they own two dogs, a cat
and four ferrets. They used to own
eight chinchillas. They bought
them to save them from becoming
furs, then sold them as pets.
If you decide to take one of
Gilmore's classes in the Spring,
bring an umbrella. Every year he
brings Tyler to squirt students with
his water gun. Watch out, Tyler
just got a super-soaker!

A new sports and recreational facility is now top on the Board of
Trustee's priority list for future buildings, according to Tom Cardman, vice
president for finance and treasurer.
Currently there are four schematic
drawings on the board for a possible
building. All include the same basic
features, but they vary in nuances as
well as in price, said Cardman.
Ranging from $9 million to $16
million, plan suggestions include
large recreational space, weight
rooms, aerobic areas, a running/training track and a performance
arena for varsity athletics.
Cardman explained that the
Finance Committee has been
discussing various funding scenarios
for such a facility. He expects that
the administration will make a
recommendation to start a project to
the Board of Trustees either in
February or May; the recommendation
will be influenced by the finance
committee's advice
He warned, "Even then we won't
Alex Zausner photo see a hole in the ground," but the
NEW PROFESSOR — Sean Gilmore began as assistant Professor of fundraising will be on its way.
Communication Arts this semester.

Modern Languages Department Acquires Satellite Dish
By SHANNON BURGERT

Asst. Perspectives Editor

Want to know what's currently
going on in Russia? Head over to
Murray Hall.
With the 10-foot diameter
Drake 1724 Earth Station Receiver
(satellite dish) perched on the roof of
Murray, the Allegheny community
can take advantage of a-half dozen
satellites and two dozen channels, ,,
providing news and information in

over 25 languages, according to
Professor of Modern Languages
Louis A. Wagner.
Installed last spring, the dish has
been used primarily by professors
for classes and by international students, said Courtenay Dodge, associate professor of modern languages.
Using grant money from the
Charles Culpeper Foundation, the
modern languages department decided to buy the necessary equipment to receive news and programs

from around the world, after the college repeatedly declined to include
the $4,000 to $5,000 expense in the
department's budget.
The Foundation's grant also
funded video recorders and the
NeXT computers in Murray Hall.
Included in the satellite arrangement is a large-screen television, receiving equipment and a
video recorder, which is helpful to
capture programs broadcast during
the night.

The only limitation, Wagner
explained, is that because the satellite dish is the largest home broadcasting system available, and not a
commercial receiver, the system
cannot send programs to other buildings. "We didn't want to wait for
the college to get its own system,"
he said, adding that a commercial
system would probably have cost a
minimum of $20,000.
The purpose of the system, he
said, is twofold: to make daily news

broadcasting available to interested
students and to provide material for
courses.
In addition to subscribing to a
program guide, the department has
subscribed to Satellite Communications for Learning Asociated, 2 nonprofit consortium based in Iowa that
receives and re-transmits programming from more than 40 countries.
"The best part," said Dodge,
smiling, "is that the foreign programs have no subtitles."

What Changes Are Needed to the Athletic Facilities on Campus?
compiled by Alex Zausner

I think we have adequate faciliWe definitely need more fitness
ties for this campus, and I would re- equipment. Three bikes and two
ally like to see the money that's be- stairmasters in the Mellon building
ing put aside for the new athletic lobby just don't suffice.
construction projects channeled into
-Tracy Stih
more needy departments.
Class of '97
-Andy Tarr
Class of '97

The athletic facilities at Allegheny are far below the standards
of other schools in our conference.
They definitely need to be upgraded.
I just wish the school could do it
without tearing down Highland Hall.

I think that the athletic facilities
need to be more accessible to the individual rather than group sports.
Some of the facilities such as the
weight room and racquetball courts
need updated.

-R. Derek Thompson
Class of '95

-Brian Barca
Class of '95

The Campus

News Briefs
Campus Activities
• Architectural historian Carolyn
Palmer will present a lecture titled
"Do Architects Make Architecture?"
today at 4:30 p.m. in Doane Hall of
Art, room A104.
• Dr. Lingdon Winner, the first of
four speakers in the GTE Lecture
Series, will present a talk titled
"From Hubris to Humility: The New
Technological Awakening" today at
7:30 p.m. in Ford Chapel.
• The members of the Spanish
House invite students to attend their
celebration of the Mexican Independence Anniversary today at 6:00
p.m. at 425 N. Main Street. There
will be a brief historical presentation
and talks by students about their experiences in Mexico. Mexican appetizers will be served.
• The Sociology/ Anthropology
Department is sponsoring a film series titled "Women, Health, & Reproduction." The dates and titles of
these films are as follows:
September 28, 1994–"In Her
Own Time: The Final Fieldwork of
Barbara Myerhoff"
October 26, 1994–"La Operation"
November 14, 1994–"Dialogues
With Madwomen"
November 21, 1994–"The
Famine Within"
All films will be shown at 7:00
p.m. in Carnegie Hall, room 212.
Contact Professor Jackie Litt at 3323326 for more information.
• The Student Affairs Division is
holding a scavenger hunt on
September 29 from 3:30 to 5:30

p.m. The purpose of the hunt is to
familiarize students with the locations and personnel in the Student
Affairs Division. Interested students
should form teams of five to ten
members and register in the Counseling Center by 5:00 p.m. Monday.
All groups successfully completing
the hunt will be able to enter a lottery for prizes. Fifteen teams will
win prizes such as free movie
passes, free pizza and free money in
their Insta-Gator accounts.

Community Activities
• Yesterday's Sound invites Allegheny students to experience barber shop singing in Arnold Hall on
the second floor of the Campus
Center any Tuesday evening at 7:30
p.m. Men are encouraged to participate in four-part harmony singing
with the male chorus, which performs at area nursing homes,
churches and other community
events.
• The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission—Bureau of Boating is
offering a free eight hour basic boating course. The course will be cn
October 3 and 4, from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. at The Hearth 322 Restaurant. To register for the course or
for more information, call 336-2426.
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ASG Voices Food Court Concerns
By SHANNON BURGERT

Asst. Perspectives Editor

Director of Auxiliary Services
Roy A. Cerise and manager of
McKinley's Cafe and Food Court
Jeff Creveling attended Tuesday's Allegheny Student Government meeting to hear student comments about
the new Food Court.
Senators and class officers addressed a few aspects of the new services, such as sizes and options that
might be varied.
Students questioned whether the
refill mug, which offers a lower cost
for beverages, is financially rewarding with the lunch and dinner deals.
Freshman Vice President Brett
Huselton echoed Creveling, explaining that the environmental benefits
alone should encourage use of the refill mug.
Ryan Belkot, sophomore class
president, pointed out that Marriott
claims that beverages are tax-exempt
for students on meal plans, including
"munch" accounts.
When Belkot tested this, however, his receipt showed tax-exemption but a tax-included amount deducted from his munch account.
Paula Wurst also attended the
meeting to get opinions on furniture
selection for the Campus Center
lobby. Options will soon be on display in the Post Office during lunch
and McKinley's at dinner time.
Newly-elected freshman class of-

fivers and senators were sworn in;
elections for a senior class president
and a freshman secretary and treasurer
continue today.
ASG President Matt Liebentritt
announced that after some investigation into bringing a bank back to the
college, it simply doesn't seem economically feasible for a bank to set
up its services on campus.
A PNC Bank Corporation branch
left last year for such reasons.
Students suggested updating the
MAC machine currently located in
the C.C. to allow easier banking.
Liebentritt also mentioned that
the student directory will probably
be available next week.
Additionally, he explained a few
proposed amendments to the ASG
constitution, including pushing president and vice president elections to
soon after the start of the spring
semester. This would allow a
smoother transition for the new officers coming in—they would have
more time to work with the out-going team.
Liebentritt finally suggested that
all judicial problems be brought to
an all-encompassing board, rather
than the current separate systems for
Greek and ASG cases. He explained
that the College Judicial Board could
expand to include such cases.
Student representatives were seDarlene Williams photo
lected for the college's stu- ASG SPEAKER
— Roy Cerise, director of Auxiliary Services director
dent/faculty committees.
answered questions about the Food Court at Tuesday's - meeting.

Committee Reviews Sports Complex
By REBECCA STEVENSON
Managing Editor
Finance Committee this week
opened with approval of the minutes
for the August 31 and September 7
meetings. Dr. Robert Cupper, professor of computer science, then
maved for a rearrangement of the
agenda to allow Dean of the College
James Bulman's presence during the

central issue of the meeting, further
discussion of the proposed athletics
and recreation center.
First, however, Cupper spoke
from a prepared statement, voicing
several concerns. While he is not
opposed in principle to the project,
he is concerned about the committee's role and capacity as an advisory body. He mentioned his fear
that the committee would be rushed
to a decision on what he feels is a
very complex issue. He is also troubled by the apparent bypass of the
committee by Michael Hyde, vice
president for development and
alumni affairs, when he took the issue to the Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees on September
9. Dr. Cupper felt that proper procedure had been departed from and
that the committee was being asked
to "rubber-stamp" a decision which
had already been made.
Dean Bulman was quick to
speak about the latter issue. He reassured the committee members that
the athletic and recreational facility
has been the top priority for some
time, that Hyde had simply checked

to see if the Board would be receptive to a proposal of any kind. The
committee must still weigh the options and make suggestions. He included the possible recommendation
to drop the facility as a priority and
concentrate on some other need.
After another committee member had raised her dissatisfaction
with the presentations last week,
Tom Cardman, vice president for finance and treasurer, stated his frustration with the progress of the
meeting and asked members to recall
that the priority had already been set,
and their task was to decide if and
how it should be funded.
The issue remained on the table,
however, as committee members
pointed out the memo from Hyde to
President Daniel Sullivan regarding
the question of funding the athletic/recreation facility. The memo
was dated September 2. The cornmittee members wished to know
why, since the information had obviously been available before Hyde's meeting with the Executive
Committee, it had not first been
given to the Finance Committee. A
simultaneous question was raised
about whether or not the Finance
Committee should hold executive
sessions to discuss material prior to
public release.
Cupper then inquired as to the
existence of proof that the proposed
facility will in fact improve the
number of student applications.
continued on page 5
❑

The following students were selected for
the college's student/faculty committees:
Academic Standards Keri Holleb, Chris Lantzy, Tara
Wright, Kristen Moore, Amy Knorr
Curriculum – Chris Gresham, Amy Cline, Dana Price,
Sandra Maxim, Dianna Snyder, Dave Gray
Admissions/Student Aid – Sarwat Mohsin, Amy Sacunas,
–

Jody Matthews
Faculty Finance & Facilities – Karl Rominger, Marie

Latulippe, Brad Bortz, Jen Little, Bill Lauritzen
Honors Awards & Honorary Degrees – Kristen Reynolds,

Jenn Byers
Public Events – Andy Tarr, Katie Waronsky, Melissa Goshe,

Megan McKee
Religious Activities – Melissa McPeak, Lynn Goldsworthy,

Nicole Zangarelli
International Education – Priscilla Patton, Nakul Lele,

Laura E. Atwater, Emily Longnecker

Library – DianeCerrito, Carrie Barras, Vicki Hunker
Institutional Review Board – Leah Williams, J.J.

Dubokowski, Shannon Chas, Geoff Hudak

Computing – not yet selected
Athletics – Fred Hemminger, Sean Roberts
College Judicial Board – Lydia Hoza, Lamont King, Becky

Garland, Tim Madigan, Ryan Garrity, Ryan Belkot
(1st semester), Steve Sowa (2nd semester)

Sure air bags work great in front-end collisions, but only
a safety belt can protect you from side and rear-end collisions.
So buckle up. And you'll cover all the angles.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.

A Pubhc Sconce of
This Pubic-alien

For more information, call the Airbag & Child Safety Hotline: 800-424-9393
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U.S. DePartmeof11/
of Transportation
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Looking For an Off-Campus House for Next Year?
The following information includes the location, number of bedrooms and
bathrooms, rental cost per tenant and the landlords of 35 randomly-selected
student-rented houses. Houses are listed by the number of people that can live in
the house. All bedrooms are single unless otherwise noted.

2-4 tenants

470 Park Ave.
4 bedrooms

613 N. Main St.

$120/mth.
Vic Kress

2 bedrooms
1 bath
$14b/mth.

448 Park Ave

2 bathrooms

4 bedrooms

$150/mth.
Vic Kress

1 bath
$110/mth.

5 bedrooms

279/281 Prospect St.
6 tenants
5 bedrooms

589 Baldwin

655 Highland St.

(4 singles, 1 double)
2 baths

Tracy Palmiero

$135/mth.
Kevin Hamilton

534 Park Ave.

Joe Tinko

534.5 Park Ave.
2 tenants
1 bedrooms
1 bath
$210/mth. including utilities
William Chapel

(2 single, 1 double)
1.5 baths
$175/mth.
Webster Jones

5-6 tenants

703.5 Highland St.

676 N. Main St.

3 bedrooms
1 bath
$130/mth.
Vic Kress

5 tenants
4 bedroom
(3 single, 1 double)

498 Park Ave.
3 bedrooms
1 bath

2 baths
$125/mth.
Vic Kress

$150/mth.

255 Allegheny St.
5 bedrooms

Greg Griffith

2 baths

2 baths
$130/mth.
Bob Mosier

1 bath
$135/mth.
Gary Kingerski

4 bedrooms

3 bedrooms

6 bedrooms

Bob Draudt

5 bedrooms

Dennis Patton

297 Church St.

Gerry Fickes

320 Loomis St.

349 Allegheny St.
4 tenants

Bob Mosier

(2 singles, 2 doubles)
2 baths
$150/mth.

738 Baldwin St.

$100/mth.

327 W. College St.
6 tenants

$130/mth.

329 Prospect
6 bedrooms
3 baths
$110/mth

$130/mth.
Ralph Kieser

3 bedrooms
1 bath

5-6 tenants
5 bedrooms
2 baths

299 Church St.

Tracy Palmiero

648 N. Main St.
2-3 tenants

703 Hyland

Vic Kress

661 1/2 N. Main St.
2 bedrooms
1 bath

1 1/2 baths
$200/mth.

2 baths

$135/mth.

2 baths
$175/mth.
Greg Griffith

Jay Straub

Compiled by Lori E. Wetzel, Editor-in-Chief

5 bedrooms
2 bath
$145/mth.
Vic Kress

4 bedrooms

"The Barn"

$110/mth.
Bob Draudt
305 West College St.
5 bedrooms
1 1/2 baths
$110/mth.

7 tenants
5 bedrooms
(3 singles, 2 doubles)
3 baths
$150/mth.
Vic Kress
593 Baldwin St.
"Lude Zone"

7 tenants
6 bedrooms
(5 singles, 1 double)
2 baths
$130/mth.
Bob Mosier
595/597 Park Ave.
'The Brothel"

7 bedrooms
2 baths
$145/mth.
Patty Story

'The Grey House"

314 Loomis St.
The Baseball House"

357 Allegheny

6 tenants
4 bedrooms

6 bedrooms

(2 singles/2 doubles)
1 bath

2 baths
$150/mth.
Greg Griffith

$100/mth.
Bob Draudt

Mike Gionti

717 Baldwin
"The Lodge"

312 Loomis St.
6 tenants

6 bedrooms
2 baths

5 bedrooms

5 bedrooms

2 baths
$130/mth.
Ed McAtee

(4 singles, 1 double)

$130/m th.
Bob Mosier

274 Prospect St.

292 Church

6 bedrooms
2 1/2 baths
$210/mth. includes utilities
261 Prospect
William Chapel

251 Allegheny St.
5 bedrooms
1 bath

6 bedrooms
1 bath
$105/mth

7-8 tenants

7 bedrooms
3 baths
$120/mth.
Bob Mosier

289 Loomis
'The Swimmer House'

8 bedrooms
2 1/2 baths
$180/mth. including utilities
Marcecca Realty
**9-mth. rental

Please Note: This information was obtained by students currently living in the
houses, not from the landlords. Therfore, prices may be altered for next year's
renters.

Next week... The Campus talks to students and landlords about housing conditions.
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Alumni Help Students Pagan Begins Job As New Director
C3 continued from Page 1
effected students of color." He also
helped in promoting cultural events
for students on the campus of Ball
State.
At its fall meeting at the end of search Center.
He feels that the Allegheny cornSeptember, the Alumni Council, the
The Alumni Council, presided
governing body of the Allegheny over by Stephen K. Gauly '68 in munity is supportive of multiculturCollege Alumni Association, will be 1993-94 and by Robert A. March- alism. Pagan believes that Alconducting a discussion session for man '80 in 1994-95, has had the ca- legheny is "large enough to teach
current students on how the Col- reer theme as an emphasis since students about differences and similege's alumni can help with the ca- 1993 and has worked closely with larities and small enough to have a
reer exploration process. The pro- the Office of Career Services and personal effect on what we [the
gram is open to all students and will the Office of Alumni Affairs in the administration and faculty] do."
be held in the Walker Room of the development of the Career Connec- Pagan is pleased to be here and said
Henderson Campus Center at 12:15 tion concept. Two Career Connec- that he has enjoyed the way he has
p.m. on Friday, September 30. A tion programs were held in the been received by Allegheny and is
sandwich bar will be available. In- spring of 1994 in Erie (March 9-10) looking forward to working with the
terested students are urged to contact and Pittsburgh (April 13-14). As a Allegheny community."
the Office of Career Services (332- result of the positive responses by
Pagan came to the United States,
2381) or the Office of Alumni Af- both the student and alumni who from Puerto Rico, during junior high
fairs (332-5384) if they wish to at- participated in these Career Connec- school. In his spare time, Pagan entend.
tion endeavors, the Erie and Pitts- joys working with computers, cookThe purpose of the focus group is burgh events will be repeated during ing, playing racquetball, reading,
to give representatives of the November and early December this practicing Spanish and collecting
Alumni Council a chance to listen to academic year. The Erie program neck ties, of which he has over 350.
student ideas and to address various will occur on November 16-17, and He is also a card-carrying member
questions about career manners. It Pittsburgh will be held on December of the Star Trek Fan Club, and has
will be facilitated by Ann H. Areson 7-8. In addition, Cleveland will be all the Star Trek motion pictures on
`67, Ph.D., Department Head, In- offering a Career Connection pro- tape.
By Dick Stewart
Special to The Campus

structional Design and Evaluation,
National Technical Institute for the
Deaf. Joining her as resource people
will be Robert A. Marchman '80,
JD, President of the Alumni Association and Vice President for Enforcement, New York Stock Ex-

change, and Dr. Stephen A. Weirich
`81, MD, Director, Occupational
Medicine Service, NASA Lewis Re-

gram on March 8-9, 1995. It is anticipated that a further expansion of
the Career Connection idea will take

place in the years to come.
Dick Stewart is the director of
Alumni Affairs at Allegheny College.

Allegheny's Math Club Begins Busy Semester
By JESSICA CHECK

Special to The Campus

With new officers running Dimensions, Allegheny's local chapter
of the Mathematical Association of
America, the club is beginning a
complaints of "nothing to do." busy year.
LeeAnne Brutt, president of DiRather than sponsoring only Fridaymensions,
said "The club was not
and Saturday-night events, GAP
plans to hold various activities dur- very active over the last year or two,
ing the week. To reach more stu- and we are hoping to change that
dents, events will occur not only in situation."
After the club's first meeting,
the Campus Center, but in other loseveral
activities are already undercations as well. Gwen Slattery,
recreation chairperson, proposed way. First will be a discussion bedormitory Olympics as a future tween students and a panel of math
GAP event. Special Events Leader department faculty members to disBrett Woolcock suggested a block
party.
LI continued from page 1
No plans have been made for this Gayle Pollock, director of admissemester past the month of Septem- sions, believes that we do have that
ber. GAP will tap into its $60,000 data, and added that every year with
programming budget once it learns the facilities we have admissions is
what Allegheny students want.
being asked to do more with less.
Cardman reminded those preGAP is completely open to new
ideas and requests input from the sent that the meeting's purpose was
college community. To suggest to discuss funding and the risks inopinions for campus entertainment, volved in building the facility. He
call the GAP office at 332-2377 or emphasized that the necessary resources cannot be raised solely
email "gap."

GAP Requests Student Input
By JENNIFER EDEN SMITH
Special to The Campus
Gator Activities Programming
(GAP) held its first organizational
meeting September 18 in the Campus Center. The committee replaced
the dissolved Campus Center Cabinet, aspiring to increase variety in
campus activities.
The Gator Activities Programming committee's ultimate goal is to
schedule the events that Allegheny's
student body wants, said President
Kristen Reynolds.
GAP's innovative structure
places campus programming into
the hands of the students. "GAP is a
brand new group created by students
for students," said Reynolds. "It's
the students that make it work.
GAP needs their input."
According to Vi-Min Choong,
treasurer, GAP was formed to combat Allegheny students' frequent

Darlene Williams photo

NEW DIRECTOR — This summer, Pablo Pagdn was named the new
director of Multicultural Affairs.

cuss graduate schools. "We are
hoping to have this in early October," Brutt said.
Dimensions is also planning to
bring in an alumnus working in an
applied field of math to speak at Allegheny and to have students who
participated in summer research
programs share their experience
with club members.
David Housman, assistant professor of mathematics and faculty
advisor for the club, said there is a
great deal of interest among club
members to start a chapter of Phi
Mu Epsilon, a national society for
math students, at Allegheny. The
organization would provide finan-

cial support so that one Dimensions
member could attend a national
mathematics meeting. These meetings often focus on careers in math- .
ematics, with professionals who use
applied math research in their jobs
talking about their careers and about
different options math majors have
for their own careers.
Dimensions' other officers are:
Connie Zirkle, vice-president;
Joseph Gaeta, secretary; Antonio Di
Lallo, treasurer. The club currently
has 22 members. Students interested in joining Dimensions should
attend the next meeting, scheduled
for Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Carr
221.

Finance Committee Discusses Sports Complex

through fund-raising.
The discussion then shifted to
the body of the Hyde memo. Several paths have been laid out for the
building to follow, one involving a
larger facility than the second plan,
and a third plan which would involve a "shell" procedure in which a
large facility would be built in several stages. No prices are firm yet.
In response to questions from a
student attendee, Cardman emphasized that the facility was intended
for use by the entire college community, not only athletes. He also
discussed the topographical problems faced in designing the facility,
which would occupy the slope near
Mellon Recreation Center.

Another student raised his concern that budget overruns would result in a poorly equipped facility;
Cardman firmly refuted that possibility and reminded those present that
no numbers were yet hard.
Discussion moved then to financing plans mentioned in the
Hyde memo. According to Cardman, the only plans which appear
feasible are those of curtailing en-

dowment growth or simply borrowing the money. He will present
analyses of these plans, along with
the less likely option of enlarging the
student body, at next week's meeting.
Meetings take place in the Treasure Room of Reis Hall Wednesdays
at 4:30 p.m., and are open to the
community.
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Former President Carter Becomes Freelancing U.S. Diplomat
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Twice
this year, former President Carter
has rescued the Clinton administration in a foreign policy crisis--first
in North Korea, and now in Haiti
where he helped avert a U.S. invasion.
In a mission more dramatic
than one to North Korea in June,
Carter convinced Haiti's military
leaders to step down even after U.S.
war planes were in the air.
"We were constantly consulting with the White House," Carter
said on CNN this morning, hours
after returning from Haiti with
other members of his delegation,
including Gen. Colin Powell and
Sen. Sam Nunn, D--Ga.
"They knew that the forces
would be moving," he said. "They
were convinced of that."
In the end, with U.S. forces on
their way to Haiti, the nations military leaders agreed to step down
and let ousted President JeanBertrand Aristide return to power.
Carter said he had been asked
to act as a mediator by Haiti's
"interim foreign minister."

"I didn't know if this was a legitimate request or not. So through
intermediaries, whom I can't name,
I sent word that if General Cedras
wanted this to take place that he
could call me, and I gave him my
phone number, " Carter said. "In a
few minutes he did call. And I
spent a long time on the phone with
him."
Carter said he discussed the
conversation with his wife, Rosalynn, and then approached the
Clinton administration. President
Clinton authorized the trip after a
speech to the nation Thursday night

making the case for an invasion, the
former president said.
Carter said he believed that a
turning point in the diplomatic mission came Sunday morning, when
the delegation went to military
leader Raoul Cedras' house and met
his wife, whom Carter described as
"one of the strongest and most
powerful women I've ever met."
"And she was adamantly
against any sort of agreement, because it was a violation of the
sovereignty of Haiti," Carter said.
"But we convinced her that the
highest calling of her husband,
General Cedras, was not to give his

life or the lives of his wife and children, but to protect the lives of the
Haitians whom they were sworn to
protect, and that the most difficult
decision was for him to step down
and not just to go to war."
"I think she was convinced,
and I'm sure she discussed it with
her husband," he said.
Since leaving office in 1981,
Carter, 69, has devoted himself to
personal diplomacy around the
world, at times working with the
U.S. government, but often acting
as an independent broker in world
trouble spots.

Child Care to Provide Alternative

CI continued from page 1

square feet must be available for every child.
Slote also stated that a private
nursing room will allow mothers to
periods of eye- to-eye contact, come to the center during the day
holding and rocking. and nurse their infants.
Two separate rooms, one for in"The center is meant to be a
fants and one large room divided
place where parents participate acinto two classrooms for toddlers,
will provide space for 30 students. tively," said Slote.
An open house is slated in early
According to Pennsylvania law, 40
She added that infants will not be
confined to their cribs, but enjoy

October, following an inspection by
the Department of Labor and Industry and the Department of Public
Welfare, Child Care Division.
Cross certified in infant and child
CPR.
Slote explained that a curriculum with activities is being designed for children of all three age
groups and will be supervised by
two staff members per age group.

In June, Carter embarked on
what initially was described as a
Personal visit to North Korea in the
midst of a tense standoff over inspection of North Korea' nuclear
weapons buildup.
The United States was about to
pursue international sanctions
against North Korea when Carter
made his trip. Carter received assurances that North Korea would
take steps to freeze its nuclear program and allow inspections. His
report to Clinton defused the crisis
and led to a U.S. offer to resume
high--level talks with Pyongyang.

CAUTION:
HAZARDOUS
WAIST.

U.S. News Ranks Nation's Universities, Colleges
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Three leges, regional colleges and univerIvy League universities--Harvard sities, regional liberal arts colleges
Princeton and Yale--were rated and specialized institutions.
The magazine asked presidents,
American's best national universities in U.S. News & World Report's deans and admissions directors at
about 1,400 colleges and universieighth annual college ranking.
In Pennsylvania, Swathmore ties to rate schools in the same catCollege was rated a top national lib- egory as their own institutions.
eral arts college and Villanova Uni- Sixty-six percent of the schools parversity was the highest-rated re- ticipated, the magazine said.
Harvard has led the magazine's
gional university in the North.
The magazine ranked schools ranking for five consecutive years.
in several categories: national uni- In its ranking of national liberal
versifies. national liberal arts col- arts colleges, the magazine said

Amherst and Williams colleges in
Massachusetts headed the list, followed by Swarthmore. This was
Amherst's second year in the top
spot for liberal arts colleges.
In other regional rankings, Valparaiso University of Indiana was
rated best in the Midwest, University of Richmond in the South, and
Trinity University of Texas in the
West.
Among specialty schools, the
Julliard School in New York was
ranked best for the arts, Harvey

Mudd College in California for engineering, and Babson College of
Massachusetts for business.
Susquehanna University in
Selinsgrove, Pa., also college in the
North.
"Rankings are just one of many
criteria prospective students should
take into account in choosing a college," the magazine cautions.
"Simply because a school ranks at
the top of its category does not
mean that it is the best choice for
every individual."

Wet Summer Increases Airborne Molds, Pollens, Allergies
STATE COLLEGE, Pa (AP)Allergy sufferers are blowing
stuffed noses and rubbing itchy
eyes with extra fervor after an unusually wet summer nurtured
pollen--producing plants throughout
much of the nation.
The summer rains, including
those caused by the remnants of
Tropical Storm Beryl in the Northeast and from Tropical Storm Alberto in the Southeast, also increased the amount of airborne
mold, another reason to pull out the
hankie. •
"The weed counts have been
really high everywhere and we've
also been seeing high counts for
mold," said Sarah Kaluzny--Petroff,
spokeswoman for the American
Academy of Allergy and Immunology in Milwaukee.
July and August were sunny
and wet in the East, ideal conditions
for ragweed, which produces excess
pollen and is a major cause for hay
fever.
"Every year at this time, we get
some patients that are uncomfortable," Philadelphia allergist Dr.

Stephan J. McGeady said. "What is
different this year is how uncomfortable they are."
Some experts had though the
harsh winter in the Northeast would
kill many pollen producers and give
allergy--sufferers some relief. But
the moist summer offset effects of
the cold.
The American Academy of Allergy and Immunology has a network of 69 stations around the nation that compile pollen counts.
Harriet Burge, director of the Harvard' University--based network,
said data won't be available on how
bad this season is until the end of
the year.
"But from talking to people and
looking at pollen counts, I have the
feeling that it's a bad year in Boston
and throughout the East," Ms.
Burge said. "I am personally having more symptoms than I have had
for 15 years."
About one of every four
Americans suffers from allergies.
The symptoms include sneezing, a
stuffed--up nose, itchy or watery
eyes, hives or rashes and shortness

of breath.
In the Northeast, the ragweed
season usually begins in July or August and peaks around Labor Day.
This year, the season started later
and pollen counts are continuing to
rise in some areas. The season
doesn't end until the first frost.
In the Great Plains, the ragweed season usually peaks in midSeptember.
"The phones today have been
ringing off the wall," said Dr. Warren Filley, an allergist in Oklahoma
City. "We did not have the wet
weather that the East got, but the
weeds here tend to prosper no matter what. They love moisture, and
they're the last things to die in a
drought."
In the South, drought killed
much of the ragweed in 1993. This
summer, some Southern states received record rainfall.
"We've had high and very high
pollen counts for about a week and
a half," Atlanta allergist Dr. Kathleen Sheerin said. "Compared to
last year, this season is much more
intense."

Many severe allergy-sufferers
move West, where ragweed does
not grow.
Over--the--counter medicine,
prescription antihistamines and
staying indoors peak-pollen periods
is the best way to control allergies,
experts said. Allergy shots are only
effective if taken before the season
begins.
"If you're very active, shower
when you get back home to get the
pollen off your body," Ms.
Kaluzny-Petroff said. "Don't dry
your clothes outside. Take your
medicine and don't open the window in the morning."
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EDITORIAL
Rebecca Stevenson
Lori E. Wetzel

Perspectives Editor
Editor -in-Chief

Make North Main Safe
road?

Question: Why didn't the Allegheny students cross the

Answer: They couldn't.
Though posed in a joking manner, the crossing situation on
North Main Street is a problem. Aside from having to wait
forever for traffic to thin out enough to make a quick dash for the
other side, one must then remember that crosswalk demarcations
do not a crosswalk make. Often once one gets to the middle of the
street, one must again wait for an opportunity to run across. And
one must always keep in mind that the car barrelling down upon
you may just keep right on barrelling while you scurry to safety.
Near misses are everyday occurrences that seriously endanger
students.
Since North Main Street is a state highway, the state
must determine what markings are appropriate for intersections.
Pedestrian crossing signs appear slightly downhill of campus,
and a 30 mph speed zone is indicated. However, the "slow
ahead" signs are painted on the pavement. This is quite
illogical, as they may often be obscured by a group of crossing
students or by the line of traffic ahead.
Pennsylvania law does not require vehicles to stop for
pedestrians waiting at the curb of crosswalks. However, if
pedestrians are already within the white lines of a crosswalk
and away from the curb, the law requires the vehicles to stop and
allow crossing. We know that adherance to these laws is rather
hit or miss (no pun intended).
The state-conducted survey ,does not appropriately meet
Allegheny's needs, despite repeated requests by Allegheny's
administration. The state maintains that since an accident has
never occurred, or been reported, that additional signs, creation of
a speed zone or an intersection is unnecessary.
Something must be done to meet the needs and ensure the
safety of students, faculty, administrators and visitors trying to
get from one side of North Main Street to the other. Crossing can
be especially harrowing for students on crutches or who are
otherwise physically challenged. An especially dangerous time
is during the winter, when slushy streets may impair the braking
ability of cars. Security Director Tony Sabruno mentioned the
discussions of a bridge over North Main connecting the two halves
of campus, but added that a bridge may or may not be used by
pedestrians. An intersection could be created, with a red light to
stop on coming traffic while students cross the street. Or, better
yet, a school zone could be created to slow traffic during highpedestrain traffic hours. The creation of a school zone would cut
the speed limit to 15 mph and make braking easier for motorists
Perhaps even a crossing-guard? However, such decisions remain
at the discretion of the state.
Discussion with the state needs to be re-initiated and a
solution worked out to this potentially dangerous situation.

All editorials represent the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.
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Letters to the Editor
were infinitely less attractive than around. However, I feel that we as a
this palace of singin' gals.
campus were unfairly tried and
I feel like a captive witness to convicted of committing the
this madness! Please, somebody, vandalism of the Odd Fellows'
overturn the archaic and downright grounds.
silly "brothel" ruling and build these
enthusiastic young women houses in
Leah Cole
Last Saturday I attempted to which they can celebrate their
study in my room, only to be inter- Greekness... far away from me.
There was no evidence given dirupted by a distinctly collegiate phenomenon. I was a mere page or so Cynthia Greenleaf is a member of rectly that members of the
Allegheny community were
into my Wordsworth when suddenly the Class of 1996.
responsible;
the missing sign was
the floor above me began to vibrate
not seen in the window of a resiwith the ritual squealing and stompdence hall room, the letters "A.C."
ing of spirited young women in idenwere not carved into the tree.
tical sweatshirts. You see, I have the
Merely the fact that it happened the
extreme misfortune of living beneath
same weekend that students returned
a sorority suite. Now, I realize that
from summer break seemed to be
there are a lot worse fates to befall
enough evidence to place the guilty
an individual, but I'm really not
sharing their enthusiasm as they
After reading the short note that parties within our student body.
It could have been anyone in the
frolic above me.
was sent to The CAMPUS from the
community,
and merely a coinciOdd Fellows last week, I was very
dence that it occurred on that weekdisturbed about the image of this
Cynthia Greenleaf
end. If there was evidence that this
campus within the Meadville
vandalism was, in fact, committed
If I had Wanted to have anything community. I've been here long by Allegheny students, the letter
to do with the Greek system here at enough to know that some people could have focused on finding the
Allegheny, I would've forked over are less than happy to have us
Jed on page 8
my cash and memorized the various
chants and cheers two years ago.
The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response. We treserve the right
Should innocent Third Brooks resito reject all letters of a purely promotional nature, as well as letters
dents have to be subjected to these
which
do not meet our standards of integrity, accuracy, and decency.
rituals on a weekly basis? Must I
We also reserve the right to edit pieces for space and grammar.
leave the comfort of my dwelling
simply to escape the bedlam occurOpinions expressed in Letters to the Editor are solely those of the
ring overhead?
author or authors. Letters to the Editor, editorial columns and
It's not like I'm getting some
editorial cartoons do not necessarily represent the viewpoint of
sort of board discount from ResiCAMPUS. Deadline for letters is 5 :00 p.m. the Monday before pubdence Life for putting up with this
lication. Letters must be typewritten, double spaced, and signed,
aggravation—although that would
with a phone number includedfor verification. Any letter that cannot
ease my pain considerably. And no,
be verified will not be printed.
I didn't have to live in Brooks, but
All questions concerning the above policy should be
my room draw number wasn't too
directed to the Editor in Chief
impressive, and my other options

Sisters Stomp
Ceilings

Odd Fellows
Attack Unfairly
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Letters Continued
Too Quick to
Accuse

there were any rules about putting
equipment away. One look at the
weight room and it is obvious there
are not. When I walk into the
weight room, the first thing I notice
are the bars and free weights littered
about the room. Not only is this
dangerous, but it makes exercising
very frustrating, since you have to
search about for the weights you
want.
The second thing I notice is that
people fail to remove the weights
from the bars after they are finished
using them. This, of course, results
in bent bars. Is it so difficult for
someone to remove the weights from
bars and return all the weights to
their racks? Or to pick up the free
weights and replace them on their
shelves?
I believe it is time to prove to
this school that we are worthy of
new equipment, and eventually new
facilities, by showing that we can
take care of the ones we already
have. Why should the school spend
money on new equipment when it
will be lost or broken by the end of
the year? Until we have the funding
for new sports facilities, we students
must make do with and take care of
the ones we have. It won't make the
equipment any better, but it will improve the surroundings and make
workouts a little less frustrating.

Those Good 01' Boys from Hazzard
Since I was about seven or eight
years old, television has been a fairly
big part of my life. Mostly I was
happy with some action/adventure
series; shows like "Knight Rider,"
"The Fall Guy," etc. were exciting
and would always supply some great
conversations the next day in school.
But it is my all-time favorite program that leaves me the most bewildered, even though I watched it every
night on Friday nights on CBS.

broken or closed or destroyed in Hazzard? And Pennsylvanians think
PennDOT is bad.
The character that kills me the
most is the mechanic and good
buddy of the Duke boys, Cooter.
Excuse me9 ? 9 t? At this stage in my
❑ continued from page 7
life, saying Cooter's name around
culprit(s) with the help of the cammy parents usually led to a cake of
pus community. Instead many other
soap in my mouth. I wonder if anystudents, I suspect, may feel just as
one
ever clued in Cooter (or his paroutraged at the unfair accusations
ents) on the fact that his name was
published in last week's CAMPUS
slang for female genitalia. Obvias I am.
ously not.
Tom Chapin
I thought it was cool how for
Leah Cole is a member of the Class
whatever
incredible reason that the
This
program
should
have
been
of 1997.
easy to follow, and most people on General Lee was out of commission,
the planet would not have as many the Dukes would inevitably borrow
unanswered questions as I do. I've Cooter's truck and subsequently total
gone through various ages and it. I do not recall, however, them
picked up a bit of a questioning atti- buying him a new one, or ever paytude about things, and thanks to my ing for gasoline.
The Dukes weren't exactly
education, I feel as though I've conceived some possible answers to my wealthy. Here was a family that
questions that may not be too far could barely pay the mortgage every
from the truth. By the way, the month (that story usually guaranteed
How many of you have comprogram
which I am referring to is a about eight episodes a season), and
plained about the condition of Al"The Dukes Of Haz- presumably couldn't afford a gas card
program
called
legheny's weight room? As much as
or to be buying Cooter a new truck
zard"
we complain, has anyone ever wonevery week. But they could own
What
a
great
show!
It
was
the
dered how it got to be so bad? Althree vehicles (if you also count
greatest
show
ever
made!
If
there
though the equipment is old, does
Jesse's piece-of-crap-truck and
was
ever
a
show
that
quenched
my
that give students the right to steal or
thirst for car-chases, bumbling cops, Daisy's Jeep), and at least try to bail
abuse it?
and thousands of dollars of property Bo and Luke out of jail (that was, of
damage, then this was the show. I course, when they didn't feel like tyMary McCleery
Mary McCleery is a member of the was a Dukes freak; I had the little ing one end of a chain to the bars
cars, I. had the coloring books, I had and the other to the axle of some car
class of 1996.
One fellow lifter asked me if
clothes... never had the lunch box, and just pulling them out), so I
guess things weren't that bad.
unfortunately.
An interesting tidbit I picked up
For Halloween my mom even
made my brother and me our own is that the actor who played Cooter,
General Lee cars out of cardboard Ben Jones, was a Congressman from
Founded 1876
that fit snugly over our Big Wheels. Tennessee for a while! Well, how'd
SEPTEMBER 22, 1994
VOLUME 118, No. 3
A true fan. But it confuses me now you like to be telling your out-ofthat I'm older. There was so much state friends, "Yes, well, the people
REBECCA STEVENSON
LORI E. WETZEL
behind-the-scenes stuff that 'they of this area are getting a fair, shake in
Managing Editor
Editor-in-Chief
never . revealed. Below you'll find Washington, thanks to Congressman
some answers to these questions that Cooter."
Next we have the fine Hazzard
maybe you've had, too.
Jeff Steinmetz
Chad Greevy, Julie Caster
Most of my questions have to do County Sheriffs department: that's
News Editor
Assistant News Editors
with care, maintenance, and general right, all three of them. Of course
Rebecca Stevenson
Josh Atkins, Shannon Burgert
ownership of the General Lee. First there was Rosco; the man was such
Perspectives Editor
Assistant Perspectives Editors
of all, the hell was this busi- an idiot that he couldn't find his ass
Kip Ellis
ness of welding the doors shut? with two hands and a mirror. Then
Michelle Downes, Mike Ivanusic,
Arts & Leisure Editor
Duh!. I remember from one episode, there were his deputies, Cletus and
Paul C. Evans
Dam ion Jones
Uncle Jesse wondered. the same Enos. These names once again seem
Assistant Sports Editors
thing, and ,Luke Duke told. him that to be referring to bodily organs.
Sports Editor
Ryan Ott
it
was for the driver's safety. Ahhh, What were the writers trying to tell
Alex Zansner
Assistant Photography Editor
I can understand now, since simply us about these two? I myself bePhotography Editor
Sarwat Mohsin
locking the doors is just so uncool. lieve that the most intelligent charTricia Burdic
Asssistant Advertising Manager
I think it would've been a cool.trick acter on this show was Rosco's dog,
Advertising Manager
to climb in. and roll the windows.Aip Flash, simply because he acknowledged his stupidity and didn't adverso they couldn't get in. , . •
But there, Arises .another problem; tise it to everyone else:
Daisj, Duke: rthinleher cearaeter
how does one, get out of the, General
Lce when the windows are rolled up? would have better enhanced the ruI figure that. B0 and Luke. had :to take ral/down-home-folks theme if she
turns , sleeping in the car .so that, in had been missing her two front
, the event of rain (which I don't recall teeth... just a thought. Actually, I
ever: happening Hazzard) ; they think Daisy was the only member of
•could roll the •windows. up. Makes' the whole Duke family to actually
•sense to me. I loved: the way they hold down a job. Uncle Jesse just
could. squeal tires .on. a dirt. road; stood around and fed the chickens and
The Editorial Board:
which brings tip another. p.oint: .were goats all day,. while Bo and Luke
Shannen Burgert, Cynthia Greenleaf, Chad Greevy,
there ever any bridges that: weren't: continued their busy jobs of driving

Weight
Room Abuse
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Phillip M. Rhodes, Jeff Steinmetz, Rebecca-Stevenson,
Lori E.:Wetzel

-David Shifren, Faculty Advisor
• .•

around Hazzard County all day long
for no apparent reason.
Remember that bar, the Boar's
Nest? Nice place; even the name is
enough to make me want to have
my daughter's wedding reception
there. (It would have been cool if
they'd had "down home" Norm Petersons and Cliff Clavins from
Cheers there, although I think the
character of Woody Boyd on that
show would've been just too intellectual for the whole program.)
Daisy worked there, and if I remember correctly, she was the only
person that worked there. I don't
think Bo and Luke ever paid for beer,
either. One of the things that impressed me the most about Daisy
was her gifted sense of fashion: who
ever would've thought that cut-offs
and high-heels looked that great together!?!?
So this brings us to Bo and
Luke, the real Duke boys. These
dudes were just the epitome of cool.
The coolest thing they did was the
way they could slide across the hood
of the General Lee with such style
and grace.
The things they did in that car...
how on God's green earth did they
ever pass a driver's examination?
The laws and regulations must have
been slightly more lenient in Hazzard than anywhere else on the
planet. I imagine that the permit
test in Hazzard had questions like,
"Do you spend more on your car
than your annual income," "Can you
squeal tires for longer than one
minute," etc.
I can just see Bo and Luke going
to the test area and the officer saying, "Okay, boys all you have to do
is squeal the tires„ run th* stop
sign, bust through those roadblocks,
plow through that barn full of wet .
hay and livestock, shoot the barn
with a dynamite-tipped arrow, put
the car on two wheels and drive 1000
feet, then jump the car over the
school bus and parallel park your vehicle at 65 miles per hour without
turning the wheel."
It was probably the only driver's
examination test site in which 'whoever got to the end of the course first
passed the test...everyorie else had to
try again.
I could go on and on and on
about all this, but for the sake of
brevity, I'll end it here. Ws too bad
that we have to guess at all these answers and sotritrolis,-FutiliTIodk at
how much fun it is. I think that it's
good that we can all use our own
I powers orlogic and reason to y solve
conflicts like these: Lord knows
that we'll need all the logic and reason we can get when we analyze The
A-Team.
,

Tom Chapin a member of the Class
of 1996.
•
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Stoopid Beer
Everywhere you turn, someone
else is being stupid, or you discover
that you've been acting stupid for
the past couple of hours, but you
didn't realize it. It happens to everyone, some more than others. One
particular piece of stupidity has
bothered me for most of the summer,
and continues to do so today. Beer.
Yes, beer. Not beer as a whole (that
would be a separate column), but
one kind in particular: the one
called Artic Ice. Artic. Let that sink
in for a second. Doesn't the word
seem wrong to you? Guess what?
Artic isn't a real word.

Josh Atkins

one besides myself noticed this?
Am I going crazy and just think it's
the wrong word?
One must assume that they misspelled it on purpose, but why? If
someone could find it in their heart
to explain it to me, I would be very
grateful. I can envision a large conference room, with an ad executive
sitting at one end, talking through a
megaphone to three corporate bigwigs at the other. "So we forgot the
other 'c,' nobody'll notice." The
corporate bigwigs look at each
other and nod, knowing full well that
he's right.
This leads me to another question: When did it become possible
for a large corporation to extensively
advertise something that's misspelled and have (apparently) no one
notice? Granted, one little misspelled word might seem petty, but
in the interests of intelligence I must
protest. I cannot recall one single
person commenting on it.
Tom Brokaw didn't mention it
as part of his witty comments at the
end of the news (right after the human-interest story). Letterman?
Nothing. No "Letters to the Editor"
from any disgruntled, retired
elementary school English teachers.
Where was everyone? Think of
what this is saying. If they put it out
knowing full well that nobody
would catch it, what does that say
about our state of intelligence?
What does that say about the state of
their intelligence?
I may be nit-picking. I may also
being going off on a tirade with absolutely no significance to the general public, but at the very least, this
should lend credence to the fact that
alcohol killsbrain cells.

After the first commercial I saw
for it, I sat there a little stunned. It
took it a little while to sink in. I
couldn't believe it. After the second
commercial, which, naturally was
one minute after the first one, I decided that I couldn't take it anymore.
I ran for the dictionary.
By then I was sure that there
should, in fact, be an additional letter, and that they had simply forgotten it, but I was still willing to give
them the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps "artic" was an alternate spelling
of arctic which meant "cold" or
"frigid," or maybe they were attempting to stick in a vague sexual
euphemism. You know, the kind of
joke that only one kind of person
gets, and they sit there snickering
"heh, heh" repeatedly to themselves.
So, reaching for Funk &
Wagnalls New Intl. Dict. of the
English Language (Comprehensive
Ed.) Volume One, I proceeded to
look for the word "artic," and sure
enough between "Arthurian" and
"artichoke" was... nothing. No
Josh Atkins is Assistant Perspectives
"artic" to be found.
How is this possible? Has no Editor for The CAMPUS.
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Service is an Eye-Opener

To say that the beginning of the
year is overwhelming is an understatement What makes it worse is
knowing that the load, the stress, and
the fatigue are not going to lighten.

Shannon Burgert
But often there's a little snag in
my stress, something that reminds
me of what I have, and what I can
do.
One set of reminders came toward the middle of last semester
when the usual questions loomed:
Will I ever make it? Do I care if I
make it?
Fighting a losing war against
backed-up books and unforgiving
papers, I began to dread the BEEPBEEP–BEEP that warned me that I
would be late to my morning swimming class.
Considering myself a survivor
for simply waking up, I would then
face the pain of walking from
Brooks to Mellon to swim laps
slower than anyone else in my class.
One particularly horrible morning, following a rough week and
scattered sleep, I had just about decided to just roll over in bed, but I
found myself stumbling over to Mellon once more.
I had already packed more dread

into the 20 minutes that I had been
awake that morning than I usually
muster up in a week. But as I
stepped into class, the atmosphere
wasn't normal. We had company.
That day, and for a few more to
come, our class was to help some
handicapped children swim and float
through the water.
I flashed back to my dread of
getting out of bed, of getting into the
water; I shuddered and scolded myself.
Each grin coming from any of
the children made the struggle worth
while. Swimming, splashing, floating, they reminded me that this may
have been the highlight of their
week—it certainly was for me.
And the same word kept popping into my head, along with a
smile: perspective.
Soon after my first experience
with the children, I again found myself suddenly in touch with reality.
I was walking down the former
Brooks Drive on my way to lunch
when I ran into a few friends piling
into a car.
With little persuasion, I joined
them. This crew was on its way to
the Soup Kitchen to help out with
the day's lunch.
Again I had an eye-opener. I
chastised myself for taking the roof

over my head and the meal card in
my pocket for granted, and for taking so seriously the daily deadlines
and homework.
I had performed a fair amount
of community service, but it was always an extra in my schedule, not
something I automatically worked
in—why hadn't I looked to see
where some of my time and energy
could be put to good use? Despite
the constant busyness and rush of an
Allegheny week, I was well aware
that there was wasted time.
So as my final reminder of the
year I made a point to sign up for
myself to help with Special
Olympics. I was beginning to enjoy
these reminders of how easy it is to
smile.
Men, women and children of all
ages participated in events ranging
from long jump to a baseball throw.
Because there were so many
volunteers, my help wasn't really
needed, but watching a whole football field of people enjoy themselves
was well worth the time. It not only
reminds me of where I should be
spending my time, but it also reminds me of how much I have to
smile about.
Shannon Burgert is Assistant Perspectives Editor for The CAMPUS.

Limpy the Legless Lizard Meets the Giant Rats
I don't know how best to put
this; I'll be as blunt as possible. The
Gator Activities Programming logo...
look at it. Drop whatever you're doing, get up, and pull out that free
drink squeezie-thing you got at the
activities fair, or something else with
the G.A.P. logo on it... That poor alligator is missing his left arm!!

Dave Kosak
I refuse to believe that I'm the
only one who noticed this. Hasn't
someone informed the Humane Society? What kind of alligator logo is
intentionally armless? What does
this say about our activities programming board? That they're in
admiration of a reptile too dense to
find the left sleeve of his sweater!?
FIGURE 1.: SUGGESTION FOR .NEW
This whole logo thing has been a
GATOR ACTIVITIES PROGRAA MN&
shock to me. I immediately brought
L06-0... A !Agri cauA D RA P ED .
it to the attention of my friends.
"I had a dog who lost a leg
"Was it gnawed off by the giant
once," said a friend of mine from rats?" I asked. You see, I've had it
New Hampshire.
confirmed by several independent

sources that New Hampshire is infested with giant rats. "It's true!"
they say. "They leave claw marks on
trees to mark their territory!"
But this wasn't the case with my
friend's dog. "No, he got hit by a
car. He had to have his leg operated
on -- he didn't really lose it or anything, it was just stiff. And his head
must have hit the pavement pretty
hard, too, since he lost sight in his
one eye and in most of the other. He
never really got used to it. He would
always be limping along, and he
wouldn't see you running beside
him, and he was deaf, you know, so
he would turn his head suddenly and
WHUMP! right into your leg. Then
he'd fall over. Because he didn't
have his old legs, you know. Or
depth perception. 'Emerson' was his
name. He couldn't do any of the
tricks we taught him after the accident --"
"--maybe that's `ctiz of his leg,"
I interjected.
"No, I think it was `cuz he hit
his head on the pavement and all.

Anyway, in New Hampshire it snows
weird. It's real cold and then in the
afternoon it gets just warm enough to
melt the snow a little, then it freezes
again in the evening." This strange
meteorological phenomenon must
only happen in New Hampshire. "So
he would slide down this hill in back
of our house, and he couldn't stop,
and he had a bad leg so he would just

fall over. And he'd slide into this
big wooden fence. He just wasn't
the same dog."
I felt a soft spot in my heart for
poor Emerson, the stiff-legged,
brain-damaged, depth-perceptionlacking, deafened transcendentalist.
In the untamed wilderness of New
Hampshire, what was to stop him
from being broadsided by one of
those giant rats? WHUMP! Chomp.
And now that visions of Emerson haunt my every waking moment,
I am forced to ask myself: is this the
kind of logo we want our college activities board to have!?!! It's an alligator with an arm lodged somewhere
in his sweater! He's missing an arm!
What good is a three-limbed alliga.
tor? He can't hold groceries and still
open a car door! He can't touchtype! He can't play Twister (TM)!
For me, he conjures up images of
Emerson sliding helplessly into that
fence--WHUMP! And what I want
to know is: Who's the fruit-ball who
U continued on page 10
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Librarians in Loco Librorom Haiti a Bad Idea

It truly amazes me, how many
things happen as if their only purpose in the world was to make me
steam. Every day, without even
trying, I come across new things to
get mad about. I hate to think what
would happen if I actually went
around and looked for them. Since
I've been nice for the past couple of
weeks, I thought I would reassure
you all that yes, I'm still me, and no,
my brain did not get stolen and replaced by Barney the Dinosaur.

Rebecca Stevenson
Before I get into it with the
world, though, I would like to take
the opportunity to publicly thank
Physical Plant for. fixing most of
what's wrong with my house. Three
cheers. I'd bake the guys something, but my oven still doesn't
work.
On to business. It's something I
picked up off Newsgrazer (the group
rec.arts.sf.written, to be more exact).
By the way, I firmly believe everyone at this college ought to be informed about the Newsgrazer application, since while it's frequently
inhabited by idiots, every once in a
while someone says something,
gives you that tidbit of information,
that just makes your day.
Or in my case, ruins it. This is,
of course, hearsay •fron the Net, but
the original poster told me the
Washington Post was covering the
issue as well. Here's the scoop:
some library in Fairfax County, VA,
is considering implementing a plan
whereby if you're under eighteen,
you can't read certain
"inappropriate" books without your
parents' permission. They would be
kept in a special room you couldn't
go into without either a parent or ID.
The folks involved in this seem
to have the noble aim of keeping the
kiddies' eyes away from horrid stuff
that might do them harm, like sex
and Satanism and, well, just about
anything that their all-knowing parents who can't be bothered to go to
the damn library with the kids
wouldn't want them to read. What's
worse, some people seem to like the
idea.
Now, I don't know about the

rest of you, but Danielle Steel is
about all the sex ed. I ever got (and
don't even start me on the topic of
high school; maybe next week). A
slew of trashy novels as well as
some of the more open-minded SF/F
opened my pubescent eyes to some
pretty amazing things. The library
workers must have known; you just
can't lurk by these racks for a whole
hour, glancing up furtively when
someone walks by, and think you're
fooling anyone.
Regardless, by the time I was
old enough to ask any questions, I'd
'earned enough from the paperback
racks at my local library that I didn't
have to. By the same age I'd also
read about half the Satanic Bible and
decided it was written for and by a
bunch of mindless idiots.
Which is what just about every
other teenager who glances at Satanism figures out if they have the
intelligence of a gnat. The fact that
most of them are less intelligent
about sex is not going to be solved
by putting all the heavy-breathing
books in a little locked room
somewhere.
Not to say that I think they have
a snowball's chance in hell of succeeding in their little goal anytime
soon, but this is on the same order as
labeling records: creeping fascism,
if you ask me. Speaking of which, I
would like to relate a little incident
which happened to me in August. I,
Rebecca, age 21, was carded. Not in
the liquor store downtown, not in a
bar, oh no. I was carded in a National Record Mart, so that the clerk
could make her little heart certain
that I was emotionally capable of listening to the new Nine Inch Nails
CD without going out and massacring my neighbors.
Leaving aside the fact that I
might massacre them anyway if they
keep kicking over my garbage can
and shouting drunken insults at every house on the block in the middle
of the night, just what is the point of
this? Are we going to see even
tighter security around the music
stores? Lasers that don't just ping at
you but shoot?
At Christmas if I decide I like
NWA, is the clerk going to peer at
me suspiciously and ask, "Now, you

Farewell to Arms
❑ continued from page 9

ming logo should look like. Note the
four-limbed quality that most of the
other alligators indigenous to the
Meadville region share. It also better
represents our student community -with the possible exception of that
guy who delivered me a pizza last
night, we all know how to dress ourselves. And because I'm such a nice
guy, I'll freely allow G.A.P. to use
my logo -- I promise I won't sue (for
much.)
In the meantime, we can all feel
free to refer to the G.A.P. logo as...
"Limpy the Lizard." Thanks.

was sitting at a drafting board thinking to him or herself, "Hey--nobody'll notice if I... sever a limb!"
What would the G.A.P. mascot
do if he were broadsided with the giant rats? Beat them senseless with
his limp sleeve!? Even Emerson has
a good chance of taking on the
G.A.P. mascot, just by whumping
into his leg!
This is just the kind of thing that
I, as a conscientious student, cannot
tolerate. But rather than be critical
without offering a solution, I've
drawn up a little picture of what I David Kosak is a columnist for The
think the Gator Activities Program- CAMPUS.

wouldn't be buying that for your little sister, would you? We check up
on people like you, you know.
Damned anti-American, you folks
are." What would I say?
Don't think it couldn't happen,
either. If they're so worried about
music (which generally does not
foment sedition in this day and age),
to the point where they're checking
to make sure you have existed long
enough to handle Trent Rcznor
snarling about animalistic sex , what
won't they check up on? Never
minding, of course, the very real
possibility that your parents are raping you themselves, which seems
both a more important and a more
appropriate area of intevention.
If a library, founded on the ideal
of free access to information, could
even consider placing this kind of
controls on what people read, what
does that say about the kindly intentions of our government? The issue
of "protecting the children" is a
smokescreen. First, the idea that
anyone under eighteen years of age
is somehow mentally and morally
deficient is quite simply ludicrous.
Second, since when is it the job of
the government to make sure our
children are raised "properly?" Do
the words in loco parentis mean
anything to you, dear readers?
And don't forget where I got
this information in the first place-off the Internet, which is one of the
most hotly debated issues in freedom of information since moveable
type was invented. Everyone's up
in arms over how mobile everything
is all of a sudden, how people can't
keep track of which words belong to
who (welcome to the future, everyone). So, naturally, the first instinct
of everyone "in charge" is to try to
control it.
And if in all these little, innocuous-looking ways people are trying
to control what we think about, what
does the future hold for us?
Forgive me, Fairfax, if all I can
see is a boot stomping on a human
face.

WASHINGTON--Critics of
President Clinton's liberal imperialism—the colonialism of compassion—miss the point when they say
Haiti involves no vital U.S. interest.
The pristine absence of anything as
coarse as a vital U.S. interest is what
recommends this adventure to its
enthusiasts. Just as in domestic policy the proof of liberal virtue is generosity with other peoples' money,
the proof in foreign policy is willingness to spend the nation's blood,
treasure and prestige for abstractions
rather than concrete national gain.

George Will

president "feels Haiti's pain," although that explanation would suit
his style of government-as-autobiography. However, a proliferation of
rationalizations for a government
action often betokens reticence
about the real reason.
Perhaps planners of the invasion
have adequately considered all the
"then what?" questions. When
Japanese leaders asked General Yamamoto if he could conduct an attack on Pearl Harbor, he said: With
shallow-running torpedoes, and
luck, yes. And I will run wild in the
Pacific for perhaps a year. But then
what?
After U.S. forces have subdued
their adversaries in Haiti, then what?
What if General Cedras and his
henchmen step across the border
into the Dominican Republic, from
there to foment such trouble as Haiti
does not spontaneously generate?
What if refugees in flight from Haiti
score-settling anarchy destabilize the
Dominican Republic? (The administration that produced the Clinton
health care bill obviously is not impressed by the problem of the unintended consequences of government
actions, but still...)
What if our efforts to prevent
the assassination of President Aristide (surely prevention becomes our
responsibility) fail? If he survives
until the next election, are we, having committed ourselves to the
"restoration of democracy," responsible for guaranteeing electoral proprieties?
These interesting questions
arise at a propitious moment. The
collapse of Clinton's health care
overreaching coincides with his
fling at colonialism, and both come
eight weeks before elections. Do
Americans want government hubris
in domestic policy, and overreaching
("nation-building") combined with
obeisance to the U.N. in foreign policy? Let's put it to a vote on Nov. 8.

There is a similar aspect to
President Clinton's simultaneous solicitousness toward the U.N. and his
disregard of a Democratic-controlled
Congress, and the Constitution.
Madeleine Albright, U.S. ambassador to the U.N., breezily dismisses
any constitutional obligation to consult Congress before invading Haiti,
saying this is a "police action," not
an act of war. James Madison did
not anticipate such labeling of a fullscale premeditated assault on a nation with which we are at peace and
which poses no threat to the United
States.
Albright evidently regards the
English language the way Clinton
regards the health care system--as
properly government property. But
her semantic sleight-of-hand is too
intellectually feeble to be as dangerous as Secretary of State Warren
Christopher's notion that Congress
is implicit in any coming invasion
because Congress has not acted to
stop it. The idea is that congressional approval for any presidential
use of military force can be inferred
from the absence of congressional
action to prevent it. The implication--that no president is obligated
to respect any constitutional restraint, only a leash imposed by
Congress for each particular occasion--is, in a word, Nixonian.
So far we have not heard that ©1994, Washington Post Writers
the invasion is justified because the Group

Rebecca Stevenson is Managing Editor and Perspectives Editor for The (We care u_ohat you think'
CAMPUS.
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Cohen Voices Her View Fullerton's Rhapsody
By JENNIFER BRAUNSTEIN

Special to The Campus

Poet-journalist Elizabeth Cohen
kicked off the creative writing program's Single Voice Reading Series
on Tuesday evening in Ford Chapel.
Assistant Professor of English Diane
Goodman introduced the New Yorkbased port, who quipped, "From the
poet's point of view, reading in a
chapel is quite a thrill."
Cohen revealed to the audience
that her work as a research editorial
assistant for The New York Times
often plays a key role in her poetry.
Her work has often been inspired by
the news stories coming over the
wires at work. According to her,
these stories "hot of the presses"
rather than as a part of the public
makes a dramatic impression and has
caused to her to pen poems such a
her new "Quilting on Flight 236"
right in the newsroom.
Originally from New Mexico,
Cohen often draws on her beginnings
in the south-west. In a set of poems
she casually refers to as her "New
Mexico driving poems," Cohen derives humor from the not-so-subtle
differences in culture throughout the
country. An attempt to acclimate
herself back to life in New Mexico
prompted a recent poem "Joy RidDarlene Williams photo
ing." Cohen also pleased the crowd ,
with "Last Chance for Free Coffee in READING SERIES — The Single Voice Reading Series began TuesArrowhead" and a driving poem in- day wit h readings from The New York Times' Elizabeth Cohen.
spired by childhood family outings Market," and the vivid imagery of men of humanity.
via station wagon titled, "Watch for "The Ribs," in which she describes
Cohen's poems are very perRadioactive Trucks."
her mother's bones falling prey to
Cohen reveled in an audience osteoporosis as "porous and brittle as sonatized, utilizing her own past exthat wasn't too cynical to partake of sucked peppermint," my favorite as- periences and relationships. It is beher New York poetry, and waspect to Cohen's poetry is her humor, cause she is a very resourceful poet
pleased to read her "subway" poem In "The View from Here," Cohen that her subjects were so diverse
(every New York poet has penned explains that the only place where while her style remained consistently
one, she claims) and "Manhattan in one can find nature in New York clever and witty. Cohen has recently
My Hand," an answer to the Walt City is the supermarket. In a won- published her first collection of poWhitman poem, "Crossing Staten derfully original stroke of genius, etry, Impossible Furniture and is
Island Ferry." Cohen holds up that icon of high currently working on a new book
While I appreciated Cohen's in- school science, "The Visible about the first Navajo woman to besightful two-part poem, "The Body Woman." as a truly liberated speci- come a surgeon.
.
•
i
GREENSBURG, Pa. (AP)-Four -ana more tans--in those and other tions, which sponsors the Rock
Challenge, put Rusted Root on the
years ago, a young band called areas.
Songs on compilation albums bill when booking HORDE here last
Rusted Root competed in the annual
Rock Challenge contest sponsored and their own CD, "Cruel Sun," summer. He used a line from an

Rusted Root Becomes Bad T me Band

by a local concert promoter. It was
their first live performance together.
Despite debut jitters, the band
won :he semifinal round and cornrpeted in the finals. The next year,
with two more members, the band
placed second in the contest. By
then, Rusted Root had built a sizable
following.
Pittsburgh was abuzz with excitement over the band and its percussive, tribal rhythms, much different from anything previously produced out of this muscular, rhythm'n'blues town. Soon, word spread
beyond Pittsburgh. By trading
bookings with bands in Ithaca, N.Y.,
and Morgantown, V.A., it got notice-

drew more raves. It wasn't long be- other band's song (Timbuk 3's) to
fore the word spread even further to praise them.
the ears of Mercury Records' Jill
"Their future's so bright, they
Goehringer, who started wooing the should be wearing shades," he said.
band in 1993. The courtship lasted a
Tumpson, like everyone else inyear.
volved in the local music scene, is
According to band member Liz proud of the first Pittsburgh band in
Berlin, that was the longest Mercury ages to get a major-label deal.
had ever done a contract dance just
"I think that they're the next big
to sign what is known in the business thing," he remarked. "They have evas a baby act-one with a lot of poten- erything in place to be as successful
tial but only regional recognition.
as they want to be."
Rusted Root may be a baby act
Berlin, 24, a singer-percussionist
in label parlance, but it is small-time who founded the band with lead
no more. The band's been partici- singer-guitarist-songwriter Michael
pating in one of the season's hottest Glabicki, described Rusted Root's
tours, the HORDE Festival. Jack rapid ascent after a taping session for
Tumpson of Next Big Thing Produc❑ continued on page 15

The concert will open with Prelude and Fugue, Op. 15 by one of the

early New England Classical Romanticists, Arthur Foote. Amy Beach,
On Monday, September 26 the
also a part of this group, will be repAllegheny "Centerstage" series will resented by two pieces that show
present pianist Priscilla Fullerton in both her early and late styles. Bellsconcert, the first "Centerstage" perTwo Pieces for Piano, a piece by the
formance on campus this fall.
major African-American composer
Touring extensively throughout William Grant Still will be perthe United States, Priscilla Fullerton formed, followed by Louise Talma's
has divided her busy concert sched- Sonata No. 1, a highly complex piece
ule between recitals, chamber music written during the 1940's.
performances and orchestral appearThe second half of the program
ances. Ms. Fullerton, once an infeatures Rosa's Rhapsody - A Tribute
structor of music at Allegheny Colto Rosa Parks, which Fullerton coil.
lege, is now Associate Professor of
ciders the major inspiration for the
Music at Edinboro University.
formation of this program. Rosa's
Fullerton is a graduate of the
Rhapsody was compose by Ira
Cleveland Institute of Music and the
University of Illinois, studying under Schwarz who is Composer In Residence at State University of New
piano greats Dean Sanders, Arthur
York at Brockport.
Loesser, Eugene List and Grant JoAlso featured in the second half
hannesen, and playing in master
of the program is Suite for Piano by
classes with Ruth Slenczynska and
Marilyn Ziffron, and two pieces by
Jorge Bolet. Fullerton has become a
pioneer in featuring works of women two African -American women composers, Julia Perry and Florence
composers in her performances, as
Price. Last on the program is New
well as premiering compositions by
York Days and Nights by the forgot-

American composers.

continued on woe 15

Pool Tournement Held
By EMILY STRINGER

Special to The Campus
Over 30 participants competed
in the 1994 Allegheny pool tournament co-sponsored by Gator's Activities Programming (G.A.P.) and
Residence Life, which took place
Friday, from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
The tournament was held in
Brooks, Crawford, Caflisch, North
Main, Murray, and Ravine. Standard rules applied. After the initial
break of the balls, opponents called
pockets unless the ball's destination
was obvious to both players.
Five first place and second
place winners will advance to the final round. The 10 winners included:
first place, Rob Pizem, Matt Parker,
Sheyryar Khan, Chris Haberer, Lisa
Svoboda; and second- place, Ken
Cohen, Malcolm Murray, Andrew
Pettit, Adam Fiscus, and Jennison
Kipp.

the Iirst-place winners oi round
one received a goody bag and a certificate for one free hour of pool in
the Campus Center (C.C.) Games
Room.

The finals will be held Friday,
Sept. 23, at 6:30 p.m. in the C.C.
Games Room. The champion will be
awarded a new high-quality pool
cue.
Carolyn Blattner, director of
student activities, said "Students
were asking for more things in the
lounges [of the residence halls]....
[G.A.P.] put the pool tables in ... so
we wanted to do an all-college tournament."
Gwen Slattery, recreation chairperson of G.A.P. said, "There's a lot
[G.A.P. members] think about doing. We brainstorm all the time.
[G.A.P.] strives to do activities for
all the campus."

Art Department announces...recipients of grants fronythe
Richard Kleeman Research Fund:

Claire Apple, Mary Grozdanik, Jennifer Rock and
Sessa Salas.

Congratualtions!
The Art Department would like to thank all
apllicants for thier interest and effort in submitting a
request for funds.

,.
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O.C. Speaks about Summer Hip-Hop Single, "Time's Up"
By KIP ELLIS

AU Editor

of people ain't doing nothing clever
That's my initials for my first and anymore. There's no food for
thought. Everybody's frame of mind
last name.
Why did you title the album is the same thing. It just bores me.
What do you feel separates O.C.
Word... Life ?
Basically, I compare the album as from other rappers out there?
Basically, I'm trying to bring back
a metaphor to life and death. When
you come out with your first album the old essence. Like hip hop was in
it's like a newborn and then you get the early days of Eric B. & Rakim;
into the further stages of life. It's like they had people jumping mental. I'm
a development so I called it trying to bring that style back and
Word...Life and compared it to the that makes me different from everystages of life.
one else.

What does O.C. stand for?

This summer a single was released that took the hip hop nation by
storm. It was called "Time's Up" and
was recorded by an artist named O.C.
His style is reminiscent of the early
days of hip hop when it consisted of
two turntables, a skilled DJ and a
prolific MC. On Tuesday, The Campus got a chance to speak to O.C.
about himself and his debut album
You had one of this summer's
which will be released on October
What were you doing between
hottest anthems. Did you expect to your first appearance on wax [he
18.

[And proceeded to get a record deal] homies. What do you think of the
What do you think of rap ra- situation now with so many broth-

ers dying?

dio?

Honestly, I don't care about it.
That's something we have to conYou have artists like the Wu Tang trol. People are dying over nonsense
Clan who blew up on the under- a stare, a look, stepping on someground. They weren't getting any body's foot. We need to get a grip.
Your first single featured the
radio play. I guess it matters but in
my mind if I think about selling and I hook from Slick Itic!:'s "Hey
think about radio I'm going to jinx Young World," What do you think
myself.
of the new single he has out no ,-,;,

On your new album you have a with Warren G?
song with your mother singing
Well Slick Rick is a dope lyrically
background. What kind of role did but to be honest I don't like the mu
she play in your life musically?
sic. I heard the original version two

Basically, she was performing at years ago and it had more soul than
What's a typical day like for blow up the spot like that?
first appeared on Organized KonNot really. It took time for people fusion's first album in 1991] and one time, she was going in the direcyou?
No direspect to Warren G,
tion of being a recording artist but this
Sitting at home, sometimes writ- to catch it. As far as my eyes go, your own debut single this year?
but Ione.
don't like this particular song.
ing sometimes just chillin' and rest- people at first were not giving it a
I was frustrated and ready to give she had a lot of problems with her
What does the rest of 1994 hold
ing. Basically trying to get my train chance. They were used to that same up. I did road dates with Organized management and it discouraged her. for you?
of ti)ought and keep it intact.

old bulls**t. It took them a while to Konfusion and wasn't concentrating She used to sing around the house

I've been doing a few shows

Have you been doing a lot of listen to what I was sayin'.
on my own stuff. After that I got a and that had a lot of influence on me. lately and we have more planned. My
One of the songs on your new
How do you feel about MC's "9-to-5" job to support myself. Two
promotion lately?
album on
is called
"Born
To of
Live."
performances
strictly
no
Yeah, a lot of promoting and a lot who talk about girls in their rap?
years later I hooked up on The speaks
the death
of one
your It
DAT.
It definitelyare
ain't
a weaklive,
show.
of radio spots.

The whole thing that gets me is a lot Source tour with Nas and Serch.

By HEATHER L MARKO

This Is My First Album, this de
but album, is due on the shelve at the
end of the month.
Straight from Queens-like artist:
Run DMC and LL Cool J-Kwest began rapping and writing his own
verses in junior high school. By the
end of his high school career, Kwest,
still rapping, managed to graduate at
the top of his class. In 1992 he met

"Promiscuous Kid" Releases This is My First Album

A& L

"I was a promiscuous kid.
not into guns and gangster living.
write about what people really do
My music is 100% from the heart,'
said freestyler Kwest Tha Mad
Ladd in an interview with The Cam
pus this week.

■••••■•••■■

Dan Charnas, from American The song describes the situation to get the accreditation of an MC.
Recordings, and his career launched. when "boy meets girl and boy get He does not want to "blow up" beAll of the songs on the album girl." "Damn" looks at life through cause of the problems he foresees in
were written by Kwest, most of the devil's eyes and focuses on becoming famous.
which were done off the top of his "AIDS and the way people act." His
head. When asked what the theme of latest release, "101 Things To Do
Kwest's advice to Allegheny
his songs are, Kwest replied, "sex, While I'm with Your Girl," uses
students is "Know what you're dosex and more sex." "Lubrication," humor in describing adultery.
ing. Stay positive. Sta y true to
his premiere single, held the #1 spot
The only goal that Kwest has is yourself."
on Chicago's WJRC for five weeks.

SSG IYFORMATION

IF YOU HAVE ANY MESSAGES ME ARE INTERESTED IN
TO BE PUT UP ON THE
1 WHAT ENTERTAINERS
MESSAGE BOARDS.
(comEDiriNs,
PLEASE SEND THEM TO BOX 60::CONCERTS, ETC.) YOU
OR DROP THEM OFF AT THE ;WOULD LIKE TO SEE AT
ASG OFFICE 5 DAYS IN
fiLLEGHENY.
•
ADVANCE.
•••
••
• •••••• • ••••••••• • ••••••••• •• •••••••••••••••
:• PLEASE SEND YOUR

•

SUGGESTIONS TO
ASG has a Next account, so
send your questions, concerns,
BOH GO, E - MAIL TO
and comments to us via e—mall:z ASG, OR CONTACT KIP
at osg.
•

Ems.
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ADAE Emerges on the Scene
By KIP ELLIS

A&L Editor

A lot of media attention has
been given to the new record by
Boyz II Men and their lyrics which
speak of monogamy and
wholesomeness. But there are other
groups that don't have the
established pop appeal and are
merefore overshadowed and overlooked by radio. One of those
groups is LADAE.
LADAE consists of members
LaQuentis Saxton, Tone Wilson,
Brian Palmer and Darren Benbow.
They range in age from 15 to 19 and
their debut album,The Moment, is a
collection of excellent slow jams.
They wrote all the songs on the
album and it features production
from The Hitmakers. Recently The
Campus got a chance to speak with
group member Darren Benbow.
What made you choose the
name LADAE for the group?
Well it's not a name in the dictionary that's number one. When we
were entering a talent show we
needed a name for the group and we
decided to make up a name that
would describe ourselves that had
never been used before.
When did you fellas meet?
We met 5 years ago in church in
Brooklyn. We started doing talent
shows and two years later we met
our fourth member, Brian.

you get the inspiration for your
Who are you influences?
Stevie Wonder, Donny Hath- lyrics?
Well just through past experiaway, Brian McKnight, Al B. Sure!,
Babyface and all the vocally- ences, different things we've gone
talented brothers who really set forth through. We just sit down and vibe
with each other and write a joint.
that whole singing arrangement.
I hear you guys were in the
When listening to your album
I realized that your lyrics were studio recently. Are you working
laced with an affection towards on any new tracks?
Basically we were doing a show
women. How do you feel about the
large amount of music out there take. But we're also starting production on groups that we're working
that degrades females?
Well a lot of brothers out there with. Currently we're working with
try to say that that's what they know a group called Total On Bad Boy
and that's how they relate and I can Entertainment, we also did work on
respect that. But that's not where we
come from. We have respect for
women and not just for girls, but for
our mothers. That's the way we
were raised and that's the way it
For the convenience of stand-up
comes across on paper.
comic fans, Applebee's NeighborWhere did you grow up?
Me and Tone grew up in hood Grill & Bar, 7790 Peach Street,
Queens. Brian's from the Bronx and is selling tickets by credit for comedienne Pam Stone's October 1 apQuent's from Brooklyn.
pearance
at Penn State Erie, The
What were your goals coming
up? Did you always know that you Behrend College. Stone is scheduled
to perform at the College as the feawanted to be singers?
Well Tone knew because his fa- ture entertainment of the annual
'
ther was the minister of music at the Homecoming and Parents and Famichurch where we all met. Everybody lies Weekend celebrations. Her
else didn't really know that we show will begin at 9:30 p.m. in Erie
would end up singing together. It Hall.
was more of a hobby and we
Comic Marc Maron, best known
realized we could make it something
for his many appearance on "A &
bigger.
You guys did all the song- E's An Evening at the Improv," will
writing on the album. Where do open the show.

Usher's album and Tony Thompson
the lead singer from Hi Five who
went solo. Basically we are just
getting together and producing a
joint here and there.
A lot of new artists get lost in
the shuffle when they get a record
contract. What are you guys doing
to make sure your record gets
promoted right?
We never really try to come up
with a new gimmick or nothing to
make sure we don't get lost in the
shuffle. But with our music 'we like

to keep it real all the way. We do
what we like to hear. We don't do
what the record company. likes to
hear or what the top promoter wants
to hear. It's a thing where our music
is stuff we listen to and we know
our people would listen to.
In closing, what kind of advice
do you have for artists who are
trying to make a record deal?
The record business is not all
about fame and if you don't have a
real love for music and you're not
ready to support your record then
you don't need to be in it.

Comedian to Perform at Applebee's
Stone, who began her career on
a dare from coworkers at Atlanta's
Punch Line Comedy Room where
she was a waitress, won the 1993
American Comedy Award for Best
Female Stand-up Comic. She came
to national prominence as Coach
Hayden Fox's nemesis on the ABC
hit television series "Coach," where
she plays women's basketball coach
Judy Watkins.

a.m. and 11 p.m. Mondays through
Fridays. Only cash and checks will
be accepted as payment on campus.
Those who prefer to charge tickets
may do so with any major credit card
at Applebee's, Sundays from 11 a.m.
to midnight, Mondays through
Thursdays from 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.,
and Fridays and Saturdays between
11 a.m. and 2 a.m.
For more information about the
show, phone the Penn State-Behrend
Tickets for Stone's Penn-State Office of Student Activities at (814)
Behrend performance are $13 for re- 898-6171.
served seating and $10 for general
admission. They can be purchased in
advance at the Reed Union Building
Main Desk between the hours of 9
Does Your Heart Good.

EXERCISE

"Sex, Sex, and More Sex:" There's No Sugar in this Ice-T
By MICHAEL HANSON

AR Reporter

Coming from meager beginnings
in South Central Los Angeles, Ice-T
has not exactly fpimd of difficult to
get work. A moderately successful
rap career' and prdfitable
career have established him as a
marketing strategist to be reckoned
with.
The ultimate recognition for IceT came with the media fervor over
the song "Cop Killer," a track from
his first foray into the world of

hardcore music, an offshoot of punk "Body M/F Count" and "Drive By.
that began in New York City.
"The breakneck pace of "Killin'
At first, one would think that Ice- Floor" makes a great display of the
T and his band, Body Count, would band's new-found tightness, even if
have called it quits after the near the lyrical content on this track
scandal. But Body Count is leaves something to be desired. And
determined to prove they are more no, the track is not a cover of the old
than a media,fluke via the flagrant •lowlite Wolf" song that Hendrix
cursing and angry rhetoric. In fact, used to play, although BC do a fairly
the new album Born Dead uses competent version of "Hey Joe" in a
those two factors as basics of their strickly Hendrix style. The only
musical formula. complaint one can really have about
Born Dead is a hardcore album the track is that Ice-T should
for the nineties, complete with the probably stick to the vocal style that
standard anthemic chants, as in he knows (yelling), rather than

Try alone or add to
favorite pizza!

your

American Heart Association

trying so hard to sound like Jimi.
Serving as the backbone for the
band's newly developed skills, is Ice
T's consistent tendency to touch
subjects others wouldn't. In
"Shallow Graves" the theme is
denouncement of government
reasoning behind wars. A simple
statement of the inevitability of
death forms the lyrical content of
"Surviving The. Game," while an
abusive father is the subject of "Who
Are You."
In an album that seems to focus
lyrically on injustice, the racial

issues of Born Dead get right to the
point. On "Masters of Revenge" IceT says "All we wanna take from
you/ Is what you stole from us." The
song seems to speak for itself.
In all, the lyrical and musical
intensity of Born Dead come
together well with the cohesiveness
of a hard-working band to drive
home a few points to those who are
listening. And lest one think that
Ice-T is taking the narrow view of
the very bigots he seems so obsessed
with screaming about, a quick
glance at the liner notes should set
your mind at ease.
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Woodstock 1994 Cleanup Crews Still Clearing Remains
SAUGERTIES, N.Y.(AP)--The
mud is gone, but the Pepsi remains.
Crates holding thousands of unopened soda bottles are scattered
around the farm where the Woodstock '94 concert drew an estimated
350,000 people to upstate New York
a month ago.
Cleanup crews still need to cart
them away, along with piles of plywood, abandoned trailers and a sea
of garbage cans. Still, a month of
work has almost wiped out memories
of the fetid dump left behind when
the part ended on Aug. 15.
"We hope to have green grass by
October 15th," said Dean Long of
the LA Group, landscape architects
responsible for restoring the concert

site.

grass poking through the soil, work- and found it "toxic to aquatic life."
That would have been laughable ers are still finding dirty socks, He said the mess left behind was
to anyone who saw the 850-acre crumbled soda cups and the remnants all the more shameful considering
property after the music stopped.
of campfires. the Greenpeace ten within sight of
Heavy rains and more than a
Woodstock officials said there the stream and all the talk of promothalf a million tramping feet had was no permanent environmental ers about making this an environtransformed the clay soil into ankle- damage, but biologists found that mentally friendly Woodstock.
deep mud. Overflowing portable overflowing toilets had polluted a
"They got (garbage) off-site
toilets and mounds of garbage reeked stream running through the property. pretty fast," he said "That's to their
amid abandoned' tents and sleeping The state is continuing to monitor the credit. Not having the protection
bags.
site but are not releasing the results there in the first place is to their disPersistent rain in the days fol- of their tests.
credit."
lowing the concert--and the enormity
Fences surrounding the stream
Much is left to be hauled away.
of the task--slowed the cleanup ef- had been trampled and the wetland Signs on light towers still point to the
fort, Long said. More than 1,2000 surrounding it became a camp- backstage area. Wood from vendors'
tons of garbage were hauled away.
booths is piled high. Dozens of
ground.
But between tree boughs laden
Josef Treggor, a biologist, said
with the maroon and orange leaves of he tested the water in the Beaver Kill
fall foliage and the tufts of hearty Stream a few days after the concert
This year's October Evenings
events officially begin with the opening of the 20-the Annual October
major "alternative" stations like ingly familiar-sounding works. Al- Evenings Exhibit juried by Dr. Louis
107.9 -The End from Cleveland. It though the album has some bright Zona, Executive Director of the Butfeatures Hope Sandoval on vocals, a notes, such as "Sometimes Always," ler Institute of American Art. The
surprisingly fresh change from the "Come On," and "Girlfriend," the opening reception takes place in Satsleepy voice of Jim Reid, who overall repetitious quality of the urday Oct. 8, from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
accompanies her. The two combine songs start to grow weary to the ear in the Council's Art Gallery. Dr.
Zona will award six Arts Council
talents to produce a sweet and after the first half-dozen.
likable song , which is sure to pave
As far as shelling out the 15 Cash Awards for the Judge's Selecthe way for future releases off the al- clams for this one, it would probably tion of Best Works, including the
bum.
be more worth your time, finances, Annual Van Tuil Award for ExcelPerennial fans of the J.a.M.C. and energy to wait and get it for lence in Photography, the Integra
will most likely enjoy the easy-go- half-price at your local used record Bank Award and the Orthopedics
ing, familiar harmonies, and the shop. As Jim Reid sings, sometimes Associates of Meadville Award.
Awards will be presented at 8 p.m.
gloomy, nearly depressing nature of "it's off, and then it's on."
In addition to the exhibit, which
the lyrics. But for those who may be
continues through Nov. 5, four other
looking for more variety in their evevents are scheduled:
eryday listening tastes, this is just
On Thursday, Oct. 13 we will
another album in a line of increas-

October EveningsnostHeld
a poetry reading by Carolyn

Stoned and D ethroned Reviewed
By RYAN OTT

Assistant Photography Editor
Jesus and Mary Chain are back
again this fall with a new 17-track
release titled Stoned and Dethroned,
the follow-up to 1992's Honey is
Dead. The Reid brothers bring us
the usual plethora of melancholy,
almost pop-ish guitar-driven anthems, relating tales of emptiness,
heartache, and the overall misery of
simply surviving through another
day.
The first single released from
"Stoned," called "Sometimes Always," has been getting some notable airplay on college radio and

1

portable toilets remain.
And there's all that soda, a rem!
nant of Pepsi's optimism and all th,
beer that was smuggled into the concert.
Debate over the land's future ha,
intensified. Concert promoter,
Michael Long said he will back an
effort to put a performing arts center
there, but some Ulster County offiJ
cials think it should be a giant landfill.
To many local residents, Wood!
stock weekend provided a dry run for
both possible uses.

Personals

Forche, at 8 p.m., in the MCA':
Gardner Theatre. Ms. Forche is
Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest Writ
ing Fellow, in short-term residence a
Allegheny this fall.
On Saturday, Oct. 15 The Blut
Planet Cafe will provide an evenin
of music, coffeehouse style at 7:3(
p.m. in the MCA's Gardner Theatre.
On Oct. 21, 22, 23, 28, 3G
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf,
directed by Phil Shafer will be pre
sented at 8:15 p.m. in the MCA'
Gardner Theatre. The cast include
Margaret Young, Julian Halliday
Mary Lou Brunner and Phil Shafer.
On Saturday, Nov. 5
"Monologue," written and dire,cte(
by Dutchess Overton, premiers a
8:15 p.m. in the MCA Gardner The
atre.

"Centerstage"
presents:

•
•
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Classifieds
CONDOMINIUM FOR RENT
?ndlloor, 2bcd, 2 bath, waterview,
ully furnished. $500-550 a month.
esponsible adults. No pets.
ome # (412)- 327- 7420; Office #
-800-289-5699. Bob Radzevich

OUT AND IN GOOD COMPANY!
Socrates (Athenian philosopher) and
Michelangelo Buonarrati (Ita ► ian
artist) were GAY. National Coming
Out Day is Tuesday, October 11th.

\ssociation for Asian and Asian
• merican Awareness. New
rganization to promote the rich Asian
Ind Asian American cultural heritage.
irst Gathering.An open meeting for
II interested on Thursday, September
9th, 6 pm in ABC Room (Murray
m 117). Direct queries to Pablo
•agan, director of Multicultural
• ffairs, 332-4356.

OW HIRING Bartenders,Cooks,
aiuresses/Waiters. Full/ part time.
all 724-4153 after 3 pm.

**SPRING BREAK 95**

Arts & Leisure
FUNDRAISING
Choose from three different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No investment.
Earn $$$ for your groug plus personal
cash bonusses for yourself. Call 1-800932-0528, Ext. 65

OUT AND IN GOOD COMPANY.
James Dean (U.S actor) and Julius
Ceaser (Roman statesman)were
BISEXUAL. National Coming Out
Day is Tuesday, October 11th.
SPORTS GARDEN
Looking for x-tra money? Apply at the
Sports Garden-needed waitresses! ! See
John

Personals
Contratulations on everyone's new
pledges!
-Sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta
Theta would like to welcome their
wonderful new pledge class!
"Hello and we miss you" - To all the
sisters abroad.
Love, your Sisters

•merica's#1 SpringBreakCompany!

Phi Delis and Thetas:
Get psyched for an awesome night!

ancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
' anama! 110% Lowest Price
uarantee! Organize 15 friends and
ravel Free! Earn highest
'ommisions! (800)-32- TRAVEL

Happy 21st birthday Trish Pakiela!
(It's time for your 21 "something or
other")
Love, your Theta editor and Sisters

UT AND IN GOOD COMPANY
lartina Navrati lova (U.S. athlete) and
.d lang (U.S vocalist) arc
ESBIANS. Natinal Coming Out Day
s Tuesday, October 11th.

SPRING BREAK '95
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH
tudent Travel Services is now hiring
ampus representatives. Lowest rates
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and
anama City Beach.
all 1-800-648-4849.

Congratulations to the pledges of
Alpha Chi Omega!
Janine,
Happy 22nd Birthday old woman!
Da Blah!
Hey "Love Shack"
Ready for the weekend?
Phannie,
"Hello, how are you???" Only took a
year, eh??

Rusted Root

cals and strong guitar work, a multilevel percussion attack, and Bunyak's swirling woodwinds. The band
call the effect "primal aggressive
acoustic body-moving music."
"The goal was to make the best
music that we could and spread it
around," said Berlin. "As far as the
recognition we're getting now, it
wasn't something that we sat around
and dreamed about."
But the way things fell into
place is, she admitted, "like a Cin
derella story."
While they contemplated the
Mercury offer, rumors flew about it
falling through. In reality, they were
getting their music industry education.
"We wanted to really take our
time and meet everybody and look
everybody in the eyes and feel out
whether we could trust them," she
explained. "The whole thing about
all of this is that I never doubted that
any of this would happen," Berlin
said.
She claimed the band's playing
created such a positive vibe, it's hard
to ignore.
"When you spread that kind of
energy, things come to you," Berlin
mused.
But no matter how big they get,
the bandmates intend to keep their
Pittsburgh roots from rusting.
"Pittsburgh is definitely home.
It's our parents...It's my security,"
she said. "I'm very grateful for
that."
It's also the home of their first
fans and of other talented bands, all
of whom are praying for the coattail
ride to begin. Rusted Root realizes it
may be the catalyst for that to hapS.O.A.R. Save our American Raptor pen.
"We pass tapes along here and
Today, the Bald Eagle is endangered there," Berlin said.
in 43 states. We need your help to
Rusted Root's album "When I
bring back the American symbol.
Woke," was just released. The next
phase of their lives--promotion and
S.O.A.R. for further info
more promotion--will mean a major
Contact Box 1297
shift in lifestyles, Berlin said, adding,
"Right now is when we start paying
Beware of the Puck!
a whole other set of dues."
She is on the loose!
But the price of fame is one
Rusted Root, and many other PittsTheta Chi Flag Football
burgh hopefuls, look forward to
Your all wimps until you bring home paying.

❑ continued from page 11
the syndicated "World Cafe" show.
"Mike and I met through a youth
activist program that we started
called Youth Cry," she said. "We
started out, the two of us, just playing benefits for Nicaragua," in support of Pittsburgh's sister city, San
Ysidro.
The native of Pittsburgh's East
End had been playing guitar and
singing at coffeehouses and benefits.
"I've always wanted to create
something different than what I've
heard" on the radio and elsewhere,
she said. When she and Glabicki
added drummer-percussionist Jim
Donovan, then bassist Patrick Norman, Berlin said, "It just started
clicking for me."
"The Rock Challenge gave our
name the initial media push," she
said. "After that, it was just a lot of
hard work."
Jenn Wertz (vocals, percussion)
and John Bunyak (woodwinds, percussion, hand drums, vocals) were
added and Jim DiSpirito (percussion,
hand drums), at 33 the oldest member, rounded out the lineup.
The band's sound draws strong
comparisons to David Byrne's
quirky efforts as a soloist and leader
of the former Talking Heads.
"Everything that we hear is an influence."
The band's sound is also distinctive, with Berlin's and Greensburg
native Wertz's soprano voices weaving around Glabicki's Byrne-ish vo-

Personals

BrittaEven though I haven't seen you in
three weeks, I still love you! Thanks
AUDITIONS!!!!
for checking up on me.
the championship!!
or Feb. 11th Acadamey Theatre —S
' roduction of Original Music...
Hey Tree,
3 female background Right now I could really go for some
eeded:
How's it Shaking?
large gangly chocolate meese.
-From Limb
ocalists, brass and woodwinds.
ontact Sam at 2874 or Box 37A.

Moldy sandwiches kicks ass!

ideo Magazine Premieres

y MIKE IVANUSIC

ports

"First Generation," Allegheny
ollege's monthly video magazine,
ill make this year's debut on
eadville Master Antenna next
.ionth.
Premiering October 12th at 6:00
.m., "First Generation" features stuents Philip Rhodes and Loretta
hristian hosting a variety of stories
elated to the campus and Meadville

years' shows included "The Flirtations," Allegheny's track teams, Eddie's Footlong Hot-dogs, the Campus
Newspaper, and WARC 90.3 FM
radio.
Those missing the premiere can
catch the magazine again on October
18th and 20th at 7:00 p.m. Any ideas
for future productions can be directed towards "First Generation"
advisor Mike Keely of the Communication department in Arter Hall. "
Community. Highlights of last
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SEE WHAT TAKES SHAPE.
EXERCISE.

© 1992, American Heart Association

Mere are no smal victories in the fight
against heart &ease.

Centerstage To
Present Pianist
continued from page 11
ten American Impressionist Composer, Emerson Whithorne.
"This program challenges the
established canon of piano repertoire
and shows that neglected pieces of
the past as well as those of more recent times are often worth discovering or re-discovering," Fullerton
says of her recital, "A piece does not
have to be a corner-stone of the
repertoire to be worthy of performance."
The concert will be held at 7:30
p.m. in Ford Chapel, and is free and
open to the public.

Have a pickle Jen!
Congratulations Joe on Math Club
Secretary!!!
Beware the high school statchman!
Listen to the "Homo Dingbat Show"
-Tuesdays 12-2 a.m. on WARC
I need T.P. for my bunghole
Mr. Postal,

Are you married yet?
DrewTry and keep the cheese in the bottle
next time.
Big Z

ROCKIN THE HOUSE

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1554
5:30 P. M.
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Tips for Coming Out Every Day

THE Crossword
5

6

7

8

10

9

11

12

13

2)

Join a national gay and lesbian organization.

3)

Include your partner in all of your holiday and family
events.

111

Come out in the workplace and encourage your
employer to include protections and benefits on the
basis of sexual orientation.

5)

Organize a visibility event on National Coming out
Day

6)

Write letters to local and national elected officials urging them to support fairness and equality for lesbians
and gays

7)

Share your coming out story with local school, church
or synagogue groups.

8)

Volunteer with and support local and community organizations.

9)

Support gay and non - gay companies that support the
gay community

16

15
..

,

.
19

18
22
25
30

23
26

31

32

36

33

34

37

39

40

11
48

r

43

10) Help make the identity of the gay community as diverse
as possible by getting involved and being visible—it
truly makes a difference

.
46

49

61

National Coming Out Day
i- October 11.
For more information call

63

64

1-800-866-NCOD

66

67

53
59

54
60

55

56

57

An educohonol oroiect of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund
Foundation

eKr9ecats

M31S
S1NJH
8331
113
183A0
3W11
1001
N31V0
011:1V
SH31111
SO1V83H
SN8V3
N13
0 31V3d
SN318830
31V1S
Sd8VH
VAV
1:1V3d
Sl1V8
N311
110
38V18
1011V
S31883H3
1V130S
31H
3SV31
3131H1V
ASSV81A13
3 8N1
V1d3S
NV11
1V80
3SV8V
083V
V139 -1V30A
OVHS
r t

ACROSS
1
2
3
4
1 Food fish
14 '
5 Spoken
10 Letter on a
17
key
14 Atmosphere:
21
20
pref.
15 Lower in rank
24
16 Kind of exam
17 Custard dessert 27 28 29
18 Cuttlefish ink
35
19 Concerning
20 Home for an
38
ambassador
22 Professional
42
41
player
24 Pester
44
45
26 Hurry
47
27 Church affair
30 Fruit
51
52
50
35 Apportion
36 Sound loudly
58
37 551
38 Claim against
62
property
39 Sets a trap
65
40 Bartlett
41 Actress Gardner
42 Angelic
instruments
43 Blackboard
7 Hat
44 Oil field items
8 Continent
46 Rang
9 Tanned hides
47 Lodge member 10 Heating system
48 Works for
item
wages
11 Sea bird
50 Royal
12 Small pie
messengers
13 Nautical term
54 Scatters trash
21 Chair
58 Very dry
23 Employ
59 Made of cereal
25 Surpass
grain
27 Dish of greens
61 Graven image
28 Martini garnish
62 Acid fruit
29 Unobstructed
63 Open
31 Berets and
64 Refer to•
tams
65 Sly look
32 Perfect image
66 Leases
33 Make happy
67 Fret
34 Fathered
36 Tree coating
DOWN
39 Rear exit
1 Secure
40 Synthetic
2 Tiller
materials
3 Bedouin
42 Elevation
4 Gift to charity
43 TransMitted
5 Slave
45 School book
6 Follows orders
46 Publishes

I) Make a commitment every day to tell the truth about
yourself to others.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH S1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
Dover, DE 19901

FLOWERS AND GIFTS
ACCESSORIES TO GRACIOUS LIVING
814-336-3151

**WELCOME ALLEGHENY STUDENT**
55 Ready for
publication
56 Memory
57 Large amount
60 Knockout count

B e sure to

unique flower and 8 ift shoo.

W e carry

8ree{in

The National Library of Poetry has announced that $12,000 in prizes
will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North American Open
Poetry Contest. The deadline for the contest is Sept. 30, 1994. The contest
is open to everyone and entry is FREE.
Any poet, previously published or not, can be a winner. Every poem
also has a chance to be published in a deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send ONE original poem, any subject and any style, to The
National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-1981, Owings
Mills, MD 21117. The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and the poet's
name and address should appear on the top of the page. Entries must be
postmarked by Sept. 30, 1994. A new contest opens Oct. 1, 1994.

EXERCISE.

Good.

American Heart
Association

EL:11111111111=1=11111111=1=11111110=1=1111111111111=1

Know the warning signs. Early
detection may save your life.

4to
L

sloe by our

cards, Lai oons,

candles, and oirts or any occassion.
0

Does Your Heart

THERE'S NO
SUCH THING
A STROKE Cs'GOOD LUCK. (

57 Green tree Drive, Suite 307

207 CHESTNUT ST. MEADVILLE

49 Warning sound
50 Passageway
51 Great Lake
52 Frost
53 Rescue

Varsity Club, Drama Club,
Dean's List, Student Council
Rapist

American Heart
Association
Anxr.car, Mean Assoc•

Personals

Hi Barb!!

Eat my dirt, Ningnock!!!
I like doughnuts!!

IT'S NOT WORTH THE WEIGHT.

For better health and fitness. exercise.

DAY

,O,

Igy American Heart Association
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Volleyball Team Finishes Second At Trinity Invitational

► y MICHELLE DOWNES
,ssistant Sports Editor

The volleyball team flew into
exas for the Trinity University In'tational looking to extend their
inning streak to twelve games.
he Gators, who finished second,
:)ok care of their first opponent,
Maryville College (Tennessee) in
ilree games (15-9,16-4,15-4).
Next up was Southwestern Uniersity with the same winning reults for the Gators — a three-game
weep. Allegheny dominated their
pponents, holding them to a mere
we've points the entire match,
efeating Southwestern by 15-3,
5-6, and 15-3 scores.
Allegheny's thirteen-game reign
f terror came to an abrupt halt in
e third game of the tournament at
e hands of Emory University. The
ators ran away with the first game
f the match, 15-7.
Emory quickly evened things up
,

by capturing the second game 9-15. tributed 46 kills to the cause and
The see-saw battle continued as Al- senior Heather Dossat, who racked
legheny regained a two-games-to- up 136 assists.
one advantage by defeating Emory
Although disappointed about the
16-14 in the third game of the end of their winning streak, co-capmatch. However, the jet lag may tain Joy Kosiewicz believes that the
have been too much for the Gators Gators will learn from this experias they succumbed to Emory in the ence. "It's good in a way," exfinal two games, 13-15 and 6-15. plained Kosiewicz. "We were going
In the final game, Allegheny into it (the tournament) with an 11-1
record expecting to win. I think
faced NCAA Division III sixthwe'll learn from the experience of
ranked Trinity. Once again, the
losing."
Gators came out smoking in the first
What they evidently learned is
game, beating their hosts 15-7.
that
they much prefer winning. AlTrinity's hospitality quickly ceased
legheny got back on the winning
as they prevailed over the Gators in
track on Tuesday night by defeating
the next three games 4-15,9-15,5-15.
Waynesburg
College by scores of
Despite two disappointing losses,
15-6,
15-5,
and
15-5.
Allegheny claimed second place in
Leading the way for the Gators
the tournament due to a combination
were Cunningham with 8 kills, Dosof Emory's loss to Trinity and Alsat, assisting on 22, and Kosiewicz,
legheny's superior number of single
with 12 digs.
game victories.
The Gators compete in the John
Two Gators were named to TriniCarroll Invitational this Friday and
ty's All-Tournament team: junior
Saturday, and hope to continue their
Kristen Cunningham, who conwinning ways.

arrity, Ruffing Finish In Top Ten At Clarion
continued from page 20
77 and keeping the Gators from ished second. Both teams joined the
ore I've ever seen," said Wiler.
falling out of the top three in the 22- Gators in the top three in last week's
Sophomore Mike Korenoski and team tournament. "You are going to tournament as well.
iler both finished the first day at be writing about this kid for a long
Allegheny will have to face SRU
8. Freshman Bobby Ruffing shot a time," said Wiler.
again next Tuesday, at the Slippery
9 and Salvaggio ended the day at 80.
Monday's poor showing dropped Rock Invitational. The Gators relish
However, it all fell apart for the Garrity to 154 overall, fourth-best in the opportunity to face the team that
start Gators on Monday. Salvag- the tournament. Ruffing finished has twice defeated them this year.
io, Korenoski, 'and Garrity all sixth with a combined score of 156.
"Going head-to-head with Slipagged to 82 and Wiler's score
Slippery Rock University (SRU) pery Rock on a weekly basis is goropped to 80.
won the tournament and Indiana Uni- ing to prepare us for our national
Only Ruffing shined, salvaging a versity of Pennsylvania (IUP) fin- championship run," said Salvaggio.

omen's Cross Country Takes Sixth Place
y CHRIS LANTZY
ports Reporter
Sophomore Maggie Rehm and
-nior co-captain Laura Moeller led
e women's cross country team to a
xth place finish at the Indiana Unirsity of Pennsylvania Invitational.
ehm finished second overall and
oeller took tenth in a field domited by Division II opponents. Deite the individual performahces of
ehm and Moeller, head coach
alph White was not completely satfied with the results.
"It wasn't our normal perforance," White said about his six-

Imagine playing a football game
ithout your quarterback, running
ack, and linebacker, or a baseball
ame without your top pitcher,
etcher, and shortstop. That is basially what the men's cross country
',am did at the Indiana University of
ennsylvania Invitational this past
eekend. The Gators competed
ithout their top three runners and
I managed an eighth place finish.
Coach George Yuhasz decided to
.st senior co-captain Will Sickles,
inior co-captain Frankie Adkins,
d freshman Kurt Krause, rather
tan run them in the IUP Invitaonal, a meet dominated by NCAA

•
•••
•••
•••
••
•••
••
•
•••
•••
•

•••
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•••
••
••
•••
•••
•
•
••
••
•

time defending NCAC champion
Gators. "We were very tired going
into the meet. We trained very hard
all week."
White also cited the absence of
sophomore Taira DeFazio as a contributor to the Gators' sixth place
finish. "With Taira in there it would
have made a big difference," White
said. "In cross country one person
can make a huge difference. I'm not
making excuses though."
After leading the Gators to first
place finishes in their two previous
meets, earning them a spot in the national ranking, White really has no
need to make excuses.

"The key is getting ready for the
championships (October 30)," White
said.
Allegheny continues building up
to the championships this weekend
at the Davis and Elkins Mountain
Forest Invitational in West Virginia.
The Gators are the defending
champions and according to White,
the course is quite unique.
"The course had some huge
hills," said White. "The times
should be slow. And there is one
part where you literally have to
swim across the creek. Depending
on how much rain there is, the water
could be ankle high or waist high."

Division II teams.
"They had been competing hard
and training hard, and I felt that a
rest would do them good," Yuhasz
said. "This was a meet that we place
less emphasis on. But the team
members who did go, ran very competitively."
Yuhasz was especially pleased
with the efforts of freshman Mike
Matott, who placed 22nd overall,
junior Dan Williams, who placed
36th, and junior Weldon Thompson.
Allegheny travels to West Virginia this weekend for the Davis &
Elkins Mountain Forest Invitational,
a meet that features a European-style
course with steep hills, barriers,
open fields, and creek crossings.
"This course is very challenging.

It is a course that forces you to use a
•
lot of strength," Yuhasz said.
•••
The course will not be the only
-kV\*Is
•
obstacle the Gators have to over- :•
•
come. The other teams running in
•
••
the meet should provide fierce com- •
■■•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
petition for Allegheny.
Yuhasz mentioned Wheeling Jesuit, West Virginia Wesleyan, and
Frostburg State as teams that will
give the Gators trouble. But he feels
that his squad is up for the challenge.
"The preparation we have already undergone will be adequate
(for this meet)," said Yuhasz. "We
do a lot of hill training and upper
body strength training so we feel
that we're prepared at this point."

jen' s Cross Country Team Finishes Eighth
y CHRIS LANTZY
ports Reporter

UP AND OVER — Freshman Michelle Niebauer sends the ball over
the net in a recent volleyball game. Allegheny is 14-3 on the season.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■■••
•

.•

••
•

606 N. Main a OPEN) 11 am-

9 pm

25% OFF !I

•
•

Your total food purchase ,;
coupon expires gJ3 '1 •
WE M AXE DELICIOUS ItimAc5

•

"IT'S NOT WHETHER YOU
WIN OR LOSE, IT'S
WHETHER YOU WIN"
-VINCE LOMBARDI
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Men'sSoccer Team On Torrid Six-Game Winning Streak,
By ANDREW OTOCKA

a six-game winning streak.
Gruca was named NCAC Player
This past week, the Gators con- of the Week after scoring a hat trick
tinued their winning ways. After against Seneca. Gruca and Bohnebeating Mount Union last Wednes- mann are ranked first and second in
day, Allegheny hosted the Seneca scoring in the NCAC, a conference
College Braves, a team from that boasts the first (Ohio Wesleyan)
Canada, last Saturday. and twelfth ranked (Ken- yon) teams
Sparking the attack that led Al- in NCAA Division III.
legheny to a 4-1 victory were senior
Yesterday, Allegheny started its
Ron Gruca and sophomore Mark NCAC schedule by hosting Oberlin.
Bohnemann. While Bohnemann has College. In the end, the Gators won
been a hot scorer, Gruca has topped 4-0 with goals coming from Gruca,
him, scoring an amazing five goals senior co-captain Ken Postal, and
and an assist in the Mount Union two from Bohnemann.
and Seneca games.
According to senior co-captain

Sports Reporter

Ah, fall! Cool weather, leaves
changing color, it's football season,
right? Right, but there's lots more
to this season's sports scene than the
exploits of quarterbacks and linebackers (not to take anything away
from them, though).
Gator fans looking for fast-paced
action reminiscient of this summer's
World Cup should check out the Allegheny men's soccer team. The
team is off to a blazing start, and has

Gator Football Crushes Denison Big Red
CI continued from page 20

its successful shutout efforts was senior ;lose tackle Eric Winslow. He
recorded seven tackles, caused a
crucial fumble, and recovered another fumble, a performance which
led to him being named NCAC Defensive Player of the Week.
Joining Winslow in leading the
Gator defensive efforts were seniors
Kevin Murphy and tri-captain Bob
Kalkowski with five tackles apiece.
Sophomore Bryan Dorksen and
freshmen Marc Gilbert and Mike
Summers recorded four tackles each.
The Big Red quarterbacks were

terrorized throughout the game as
Allegheny recorded three sacks, one
by Kalkowski and two by sophomore Kevin Trembush. In addition,
the Gators grabbed four interceptions, two by senior Marvin Farr and
one each by juniors Antoine Morris
and Pat McMahon.
Offensively, the team was led in
rushing by Smesko, who tallied 53
yards. He was followed by senior
Chuck Bremer (51), Orlando (50),
sophomore Cedric Lee (39), Izbicki
(25), senior Jon Iozzi (23), Jones
(21), Susec (12), and freshman Jim
Mormino (9).

Chris Lantzy, "Anytime you have a
six-game winning streak, you're going to be happy, but we still have to
raise our game a few levels going
into our next couple of contests."
Allegheny, as a team, is scoring
an average of more than three goals
per game. As the World Cup
showed, a team that can score three
goals in a game is going to have a
lot of wins.

1.14 goals against average.
Coach Marty Goldberg is optiJ
mistic about Allegheny's NCAC,
schedule as conference teams are
29-18-4 in non-conference contest
and three schools (Ohio Wesleyan i
Kenyon, and Allegheny) are ranked
in the Mideast Region. Goldberg is'
counting on the chemistry that the
team has built up to this point to
carry over into NCAC contests. '
Allegheny continues NCAC acThis theory holds especially true tion at Denison on Saturday. The
when a team has a goalie like senior Gators are on the road against Case
Tyler Travis. He currently sports a Western Reserve on Wednesday. ,
,

,

■

e.0

American Heart
McKenzie was the top receiver,
Association
catching for a total of 168 yards. He
1=
was followed by Conrad with 58
yards, Anderson (43), Bremer (17),
TRAVEL
Susec (13), and senior Joe Laska (9). U
LIGHT. (EXERCISE
Allegheny now has a 2-0 overall
season record, 1-0 in the NCAC, and
Itz
II
will host the Wittenberg University
Tigers on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Robertson Field in a highly-anticipated clash of conference power- 1111I1111111111111111111111111111M1111•1111111111111•1111111111•111111111111•1111111111110111111111111II111111111111111111MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM1111
houses. Last year, the Gators beat
Wittenberg by a 25-14 score to
knock the Tigers out of the national
ranlcin s and NCAC title contention.

•
•
•
•
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Stop Smoking.

Box 12

I'M NOT A STRAIGHT PERSON,
BUT I PLAY ONE ON TV.
And that's just where acting belongs—on television

American Heart Cll
.
Association Nip

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

or in the movies. Not in real life. That's why I
stopped acting and came out. I told people I'm a lesbian. More and more gay men and lesbians are
finding out how great it feels to tell someone
they care about.

National Coming Out
Day is October 11
Let's stop acting. Take the step that's right

American Heart Association lup

Of

you.
For more informonon about
Notional Coming Out Day. to receive

The Guide 1° Coming Ovt Living
Powerfully and Truthfully.
or to order official Keith Haring
National Coming Out Day merchandise, call I-800-866-NCOD.
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Sometimes Ire answe'
;t
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IT'S NOT WORTH THE WEIGHT.
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For better health and fitness. exercise.
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Women's Soccer Victorious

V
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4**
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DON'T LET THAT BALL INTO THE NET — The Gators and their opponents crowd around the net for a
penalty kick. Allegheny now has a 5-3-1 overall season record and is beginning NCAC action.

❑ continued from page 20
S tazer.
McKasson and Stazer weren't
finished as they combined to score
the ninth goal of the match. McKasson scored with 22 minutes left in
the second half on an assist from
S tazer.
Polito recorded a shutout in the
first half while facing five shots
on goal. Sophomore Amy Taggert
came in as her replacement for the
second half and had two saves while
facing nine shots on goal. Allegheny blasted 30 shots at the
Yeomen goalie.
The Gators win yesterday was
important due to a 1-0 loss to Washington University on Sunday. The
Gators were frustrated offensively
yet held their own defensively in
this loss. Allegheny matched up
well but just could not score after allowing a goal in the first two minutes of play.
Polito performed well in the net,
recording ten saves on eleven shots
on goal. The Gators had nine shots

on goal with Washington's goalie
saving each one.
A day earlier Allegheny faced a
weak western Pennsylvania rival in
Grove City College. In only the
second year of their program, Grove
City had neither the depth nor the
ability to hold back Allegheny. The
Gators were victorious, recording
their second shutout of the year,
winning 4-0.
Typical of many Gator wins,
Lohman recorded the first two goals
while leading the way for the offense. Senior Maria Maltese, who is
currently out with a right ankle injury, scored the third goal of the
match.
Junior Tracey Sampson scored
the final goal of the match with the
assist coming from freshman
Melissa Berlin. Polito recorded three
saves facing nine shots on goal.
Allegheny ends their week with a
5-3-1 record and faces Elizabethtown this Saturday in an important
away match for the Gators.

Tennis Off To Stiff Competition At Penn State-Behrend

In singles play, Huston and
❑ continued from Page 20
Forbes won their matches, Hathaway
away winning 8-5.
Senior co-captain Kelly O'Neill was stretched to three sets but lost.
and sophomore Betsy Forbes O'Neill, Burke, and Boland all were
dropped second doubles, but fresh- victorious in their matches, giving
man Whitney Burke and sophomore Allegheny the 6-1 victory in the final
Deanna Boland responded with an team score.
This weekend, the Gators partici8-0 win.

pate in the highly competitive Penn
State-Behrend Tournament in Erie.
Huston commented that the Gators
are prepared for the stiff competition
and, "We are ready to play!"
Allegheny received a first round
bye and faced a second round
matchup with John Carroll at noon

WeLcome tack
AGGeghen9

Monday 11 AM to 3 PM
Open 11 AM to 11 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday

racutt9

and Students

on Saturday. The tournament inNext Tuesday, the Gators host
cludes such teams as Rochester Insti- Slippery Rock University for their
tute of Technology, John Carroll, first home match of the fall season.
Frostburg State, and Penn State- Action begins at 3:00 p.m., as AlBehrend. Only the top four singles Action begins at 3:00 p.m., as Allegheny again seeks revenge on
players and one doubles team will
Rockets,
who defeated the Gators
participate in this weekend's festivilast season.
ties.

on the Square

New Party Room
Available Anytime

aood luck
Soccer 'Team
and
Football Team

215 Market Square • (814) 333-3630

Now open
MONDAYS
TURSDAYS

$.10 Wing Night

A DIFFERENT KIND OF MEETING, EATING, &
DRINKING PLACE

(starting at 8pm)
WEDNESDAYS
Greek Night
*all Greeks receive"
20% off Dinner Bill and
en joy
draft and mixed drink
specials.
THURSDAYS
All College Night
"Faculty and Students
receive*
25% discount off Dinner Bill
(with valid ID)
SATURDAY
Steak Night
14-16 oz. Delmonico or NY
Strip Steak, served with
Soup, Salad, & a Side of
Pasta for $9.95

Live Jazz Be ins
SHIORS
bring Lour
rejection letters
into the pub and
receiue c special
discount on ci drink
to ease Lour pain.

Every Saturny
at 3:00 p.m.

*FEATO1Nq*
11115 5ATODAY
THE PAVE efir,VHAN JA22 3AND

Reserve a Jazz and Dinner Packa g e
and het a
15% Discount on your Dinner

Thanks K,APP2.4. ALPIEA. TILETA.
for having your Run-Out Dinner 3-Gere!!!
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Football Whips Denison In NCAC Opener
By DAMION JONES

Sports Editor

Last Saturday, the Allegheny
College football team traveled to
Granville, Ohio to play the Denison
University Big Red. The defending
NCAC champion Gators served definite notice that they have no plans
to relinquish their title or first-place
national ranking anytime soon.
Allegheny's offense was ferocious, the defense was practically
impenetrable, and senior quarterback
Paul Bell seemed to be a complete
mystery to the Gators hapless Denison opponents. Bell completed 10
of 17 pass attempts for 240 yards
and a 180.7 pass efficiency rating.
On the ground, Allegheny rushed
for 282 yards while allowing the Big
Red a paltry 15 rushing yards and
130 passing yards. The Gators totalled 308 passing yards.
A determined Allegheny offense
scored early as Bell completed a 32yard touchdown pass to sophomore
wide receiver Ron Anderson with
9:00 remaining in the first quarter.
The point-after by senior kicker
Chris Merski made him the all-time
NCAC career kick points leader and
gave the Gators a 7-0 lead.
The second quarter proved quite
prosperous for Allegheny, starting
off with a 9-yard touchdown pass
from Bell to senior flanker Andy
McKenzie at the 14:52 mark. Merski's point-after stretched the Gator
lead out to 14-0.

By PAUL C. EVANS
Assistant Sports Editor
The Allegheny golf team blew a
one-stroke lead in the second round of
the Clarion Classic Monday, and finished third overall in the two-day
tournament. The Gators took exception to the quality of the course,
complaining about five temporary
greens and numerous cart paths.
"They mowed a tiny circle in the
middle of the fairway, stuck a pin in
it, and called it a green," said junior
Joe Salvaggio of the five makeshift
greens. The replacement greens were
necessary because the grass on the
normal greens had died and left them
unplayable.

Alex Zausner photo

HURRY UP AND GET IT — The Gators and their opposition scramble to recover a fumble. After
crush,ing Denison 42-0 last Saturday, Allegheny will host Wittenberg this Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
With 4:34 left in the second
Allegheny continued to. dominate final score of the game.
quarter, sophomore tailback\punter in the second half as Bell completed The large lead gave Allegheny a
Kyle Smesko scored the next Al- a 6-yard touchdown pass to senior chance to get several freshmen, inlegheny touchdown on a 14-yard fullback tri-captain Tom Susec at the eluding quarterback Mike Orlando,
run. The point-after by Merski gave 11:24 mark of the third quarter. The tailback John Jones, and punter
the Gators a commanding 21-0 lead. Merski point-after gave the Gators Vince Coley, into action with encouraging results. Susec felt, "We
Sophomore wide receiver Chris an insurmountable 35-0 lead.
Conrad added to Allegheny's advanAt the third quarter's 6:17 mark, performed well, especially defentage by scoring on a 37-yard touch- McKenzie caught a 43-yard pass sively, but we just scratched the sundown pass from Bell with 1:58 left from sophomore quarterback Harry face of our potential, and any presin the quarter. Merski's point-after Izbicki for another Allegheny touch- sure just brings out the best in us."
Leading the Allegheny defense to
gave the Gators a 28-0 lead going down. Merski's point-after gave the
ID continued on page 18
into halftime.
Gators a 42-0 lead, which was the

Women Kickers Romp Over Oberlin
By SCOTT HILLKIRK

Sports Reporter

The Allegheny women's soccer
team picked up an important road
victory yesterday against Oberlin
College in their first conference
match of the season. The Gators

Golf Third In
Clarion Classic

stomped on Oberlin 9-2 to pick up
their fifth win overall and their first
victory in NCAC play.
Allegheny's win over Oberlin
ended a week in which the Gators
faced two easy wins and a tough
loss to Washington University.
In yesterday's match, the Gators

GET OUT OF HERE — Junior Cindy Hart skillfully executes a corner
kick in a recent Gator women's soccer game.

pummeled the Yeomen, going up on
them by a 9-0 score late in the second half. The Gators appeared unstoppable as they took a 5-0 halftime lead.
Junior Cindy Hart kicked in the
first goal with the assist coming
from senior Jill Michalski and
sophomore Tracy Lohman. Ten
minutes later, the Lohman-Michalski show continued with back-toback goals. Lohman scored first on
an unassisted goal, and then helped
Michalski score another goal five
minutes later.
Freshman Jeanne Kondrich
quickly scored a goal just 45 seconds after Michalski's goal. The
assist came from sophomore Jodie
Evans and, recording her second
goal of the match, Michalski.
Michalski could do no wrong as
she scored her second goal of the
match on an assist from senior cocaptain Natalie Polito, who moonlighted as a forward from her goalkeeping duties in the second half.
Polito, an All-NCAC midfielder
last season, proved her versatility by
scoring a goal following her assist.
The assist came from a pair of
freshman, Tana McKasson and Julie
C3 continued on page 19

Also drawing Allegheny criticism
were the concrete cart paths that run
along the Clarion fairways and allow
golfers to drive from hole to hole
Senior co-captain John Wiler lost
four strokes over the two days as
several of his shots ricocheted off the
paths and into the woods.

.

Despite these obstacles, the
Gators led after the first round, shooting a collective 307 on the tournament's opening day. Senior co-captain Ryan Garrity headed the entire
field of golfers with an impressive
score of 72.
"I've been going to this course for
several years, and 72 is the lowes'
❑ continued on page 17

Tennis Teams Continue Streaks

4-6,1-6.
Gannon dropped into Meadville
on Monday only to receive a whipThe winning ways continued for ping by the undefeated Gators.
the men's tennis team this past week Westbrook, Barclay and Baig won
with the Gators netting two victories their matches by the same 6-1, 6-2
at home. Last Friday, Allegheny de- score.
In the fourth match, Giese swept
feated Carnegie Mellon 6-3, then
pummeled Gannon 9-0 on Monday. his opponent 6-0, 6-0, and Viele
Against CMU, the top four sin- dropped only one game the fifth
gles players were victorious. Sopho- matchup, prevailing with a 6-1, 6-0
more Trey Westbrook battled to a win. Smee closed out the action
tough 6-4, 7-5 win. In the second rolling to a 6-1, 6-1 victory.
The Gators claimed all three doumatch, junior co-captain Ryan Barbles matches as Barclay and Westclay won 7-6, 6-2.
Junior Raza Baig captured the brook took the opener 6-4, 6-3. Baig
third match as he was pushed to three and Giese notched a 6-2, 6-2 win,
sets 6-1, 3-6, 6-3. Sophomore Matt and Viele and Paat closed the day on
Giese won 6-2, 6-2 in the fourth, be- an upswing 6-0, 6-1.
fore Allegheny dropped the next two
As for the women's team, revenge'
matches. Senior co-captain John played a factor in their match on
Viele lost the fifth match 6-3, 6-3, Saturday. The Gators traveled tg
while sophomore Adam Smee was Malone, who defeated Allegheny foil
defeated in the final match 6-1, 6-1. the first time in nine years. They
In the doubles matches Barclay Gators returned with a 6-3 victory
and Westbrook were challenged, but against their NAIA opponent.
pulled out a 6-4, 7-5 advantage. Baig
Yesterday, the team traveled north
and Giese were shocked in the open- to visit NCAA Division II foe Edin-1
ing of the second doubles match 3-6, boro. Played under Division II rules,
before rallying to win the next two the doubles matches opened the day,
with identical 6-1 scores. In the final with senior co-captain Heather Husmatch of the afternoon, Viele and ton and sophomore Bridget Hath freshman Matt Paat were up-ended LI continued on page 19
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